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Stone’s ’Love Is Eternal’,
Proves Engrossing Affair’
1fIcHARD DYER
;..,ve Is E ter n a I." Irving
. ,ai’s best-selling biographical
emerged as an engrossing
a in its first staged reading
by SJS oral interpretation
eats last night before a small
...! at the College Theater.
.,r presentation, dealing with
Lincoln’s early romance with
r Todd as well as his struggle
ell politics. was well-done,
ii1ii and yet panoramic.
is
apparently
.lhor Stone
i. interested in Lincoln the
Than Lincoln the legend. He
in the rail ’splitter a
nf compassion, understand sympathy.

?Barest Linda isiiiiis, II Ie
!Friedman. Lona Wright, Michael
jO’Brien, Barbara Zahner, Betty
Moore, Louise Picchi and Robert
Cohn.
Mr. Stone is scheduled to attend tonight’s final performance
with his wife
15 I, :11

es MAD OF MOODS
n is presented in a myriad
’ads from moments of humor
,TOKK of depression.
iTi. staged reading, a relatively
pr,pullr dramatic form, was
.irnt and diverting. Two nars set the mood for each act,
indicated the time changes
;TT-ejected line drawings pro..iiil the major scenery.
James Robin Kerr, as Lincoln,
TT, adequate in the lead and
-rrnuire, actually resembled
ad splitter as a youth.
:he ride of Mary Todd, Carol
-Tian did a splendid acting
Thss !regent:in. a Freshman
and Drama major, was
as the passionate, sym-ie ssife who
follows her
,areer.
s

NI:ATMS HONORS
Baptista and Jerry
shared the narration honors
a.I as portraying Mary’s firs and the state political leade.
3lig1111 Valdez was pal
.1y good as the boistensi
Democrat
Stephen
a
is who competes with Lin lie the state senatorial seat
lei the hand of Mary Todd.
The highlight of the production
is the famed Lincoln -Douglas de %shires makes up for many
play’s slow spots. The audireally listening during
.
T i i iie rINI. ’01 TORS
:
, i wiere RilmaI
.
..iarian Green, L. Dale j
- Wayne Fox, Liberty La;
Merle Osborn, Michael MO’hristy Gunn
Donald

111.1.-,t’lltation is ter 1111.. benefit of the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
Award Scholarship. Tickets may
he obtained in the SJS box office in the Studio Theater between
1 and 5 p.m. The charge for students is 50 cents and $1 for genaro! iitniii-aen.

DEBATE PORTRAYAL

STEPHEN DOUGLAS (played by Luis Miguel Valdez) rebukes
point made by Abraham Lincoln (James R. Kerr, center) in Lincoln -Douglas debate sequence from the SJS staged reading of
Irving Stone’s "Love Is Eternal" Jerry Juhl, narrator, looks on.

Ha I/s Plan
0

Council Meeting
Scheduled Today

Student Council meets todaj
2:30 for what ASB
All six residence halls will hold Skip Fisk tenned will be a -11
open house this afternoon betweenlmeeting."
On the agenda, he said, is a’
2 and 4 p.m. to allow students!
and faculty an opportunity to see! "slightly amended" proposed hythe dorm’s Christmas decorations,1 law concerning the student ate.
according to Robert Baron, hous- ties board ’SARI "supervision’ , it
campus distribution of printed
Mg coordinator,
Students in the three men’s and material.
Also slated, he said, an. reports
three women’s halls will have produced a variety of decorations for from ASH president Pat McClenatheir first Christmas in the new han and several committees. Memhers of the newly formed athletic,
buildings.
Student officers of each hall committee will he appointed and,
will greet visitors and point out the council will be asked to disetiss the consmittee. Fisk stated.
the displays.
_
_ _
Pen

House

’Special Green’
The Spartan Daily today features a special ski u’ett11111, 111
HAidit11,11 to the normal neo.
and sports coverage. The four
page "green sheet" contains articles and features on SJS ski
activities,
snow
photographs,
ansi Information on central Sierra ski resorts.
This l the first "green ski
section" f,i.r preented los t he

Classic Film
’Winterset’
Plays Today
Ito or ight 31 a se eii
"Winterset," the Romeo and JIM.
story set in the 1920s in NT. i
York’s slums, and background,
by the famous Sacco-Vann’!
case, will be shown twice todas.
Director of the classic fi’,
series Robert Orem, associate t,
fessor of English, said tb.
nine showing will he at 7 in i
the films previously were shown
in Morris Dailey auditorium or
i’oncert Hall.
The afternoon performance
.abeduled to begin at 3:30 in Slt.
a
Accompanying "Winterset"
preliminary color film featuring
Ilse San Francisco Ballet,
Professor Orem said a student.
Robert Pohl-, handled most of the
arrangements, after suggesting a
iTallot short might be available.
"Winterset" stars the late Joh:,
(;arfield and Margo, a wornii.
with no last 171 first I’M name
When the play appeared in 1i
one critic called it "the me
notable effort in poetic drama
the American theater": Profes
Orem said he belies-es this jet].
rnent to be as valid today

.: Christi,
ran Ix’
’11
Library Willt1OWS, iii
t roughot it the A r I
in the festive trees in
’ iifeteria. Another campus
iT toech is seen by hundreds
who watch Princess
SJS junior Patt Dick aid Santa Claus on "Santa at 5.13 p.m. on KNTV each
s night until Christmas.
Thr show
has received more
20(10 let ters addressed t/i
flails from children as far
Oakland and south ti
!,-,v Many or 11.1. lrt tvr.
’urIc"a rookie for ‘,
’
the Princess: or a
II"
the ehildren," said I’
it radio and television ma’ a. been interested in teleai 111Ce her
first experience
KcitA in her home town of
Sacramento. During
the summet
qri worked
for Frank Darien’s
Hop and did commercials
She also has done
.
rn.1 tOevision
and was a
.1 in the nreent California

Maid of
The show, which is presented!
eireh sear by the San JOSP rile1H
Helms’ assn., is the -largest!
viewed show of the year as deter- ’
mmed by the fan mail," said Patt,!
nee of the iii’ ’.r memorable let.;

BAIT DICKSON
TV major

53

SJS TV Experimentation
Results in Extension Course
isl" enrollment
R., 0% 01.1.%1 I. %%1)111)
sum
of 100 persons.
1.) years of telesision experiInstructional
The
The new classes will be broadmentation in elementary science Center has opened the course, Sciprograms on the "F:xplorations’ ence Education 104 AX, to regis- east over KNTV’s channel 11. on
Sundays at 12:30 p.m. They will
series will bear fru!,
a regular tratisin. and has surpassed
start on Feb. 26.
Extension Services, in connection with ITV, will offer the science lecture series.
A companiou field course, 104
BX. will be offered to supplement
the television demonstrations.

NEW TV STAR

NARliATOR NAMED
Robert Ilasseur, instructor in
science education, and a narrator
of the popular "What Makes
Rockets Got" on the "Explorations" programs, is slated to act
master of ceremonies for the
!Menne- programs.
Dr. Nor-born Felton. assistant
;irofessor of science education, has
prepared a manual for special use
on the series. Its cost is included
in registration fees.
Robert. M. Diamond. coordinator of ITV, said the increased pace
if elementary school instruction
has created a need for such informative programs.
$13 FEE
Cost for the one -unit courses
will be ¶1:1 for the television
class and ¶10 for the field lahoraj tory supplement. The laboratory
may la. taken ionly in conjunction
with the %lite," program. according te a joint announcement by
ITV and Extension Services.

NARRATOR FOR THE NEWEST program in science education,
set for TV broadcast in February, explains a facet of gravity
to his invisible audience. Robert Hassur, instructor in science education, will emcee the teacher -oriented series. He appeared
in "What Makes Rockets Go?" on the pioneering "Explorations" shows. Registration is open for the one-unit TV extension
course.

Dr. Arthur Roth

Clinic Director Plans
’Teen-Years’ Talk

!

.

nglish Pro
To Review
T Affairr
e

Enrollment is through the Extension Services.
The televised series will consist of 12 weekly half-hour presetstenons. They will cover the topics
"Weather and Climate. Seahore life, ristronomy and space
rase’. life in the stream or pond,
ieagnetism and electricity, the eacant lot, the surface of the earth
and its resoueee, seri the human
machine.

Dr. Arthur Roth, M.D.. MI-eche-11MM from 1946 through 1MS and
1 irf the Teen-age clinic, Kaiser hi-Id a fellowship in medicine at!
Foundation Medical center, Oak- the Boston Children’s hospital I
land, will discuss "The Teen- from 1930 to 1951.
Age Years" tomorrow at 11:::0
He is the author of "The Ti"--- ans. in 3Iorris Dailey auditorium.. AL;t WM’S’. PhhltShed this Y..
I
Sponsored by the college lee- ii. writes a column and is IV’
ture committee, the Education cal ISMSIlltalll for Teen mrrea,
division and the Health and HyThr Affair.- Sir Chai-les Perry giene department. Dr. Roth we
San .1.,se State Library will he
IC, P.
Snow’s latest novel, will Is’ introduced by Dr. G. W. Ford
.losed weekends during vacations,
be rctiewed today by Dr. Jeanne head of the Secondary Educatior
Miss .Toyee Backus. librarian. has
Lawson. assistant professor of I.tnemtraped
innounced.
English. in cafeteria rooms A and!
It will remain open from 6 a.m.
Dr. Roth was graduated fronti Will
B at 12:30 p.m.
university
To
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Reserv e
Western
A prolific novelist, Mr. Snow! School of Medicine with his M.D.!
nowever, wit h the except 011 of
Christ man lest ivit ies for :
was a scientist before he began degree in 1946. He did his intern -1 tients of the Ste. Occupational Dec. 23 and Jan 1 which are legal
writing fiction. He is 55.
. ship a nd pediatric residency at i Therapy laboratory and senior 0. holiday’s.
A critic reviewing -The Affair-1 the Permanents. Firundation hos-! T. students will be hiehlighted toselD,teirihnkt hreomviac,a,it liime.l,,,ste.herrorien.
May 8 its the New York Hirt-aid
day with a party front 2 p.m. ti;
Tribune said of Britisher Slew
4 p.m. its HB303, said Marlys Le- 12 noon until 1 p.m., she added
"It would not be difficult T
nuis, cmchairman.
Regular hours will resiime
! name a dozen contemporary wi
The Yule event is sponsored by day. Jail. 2. when S.IS studors who are technically’ more pi
members of the Recreation for the retiirn to class schedules The ..ficient and superficially more .
lh,
Handicapped class, under the di- braes will close this Fri
tractive, but it is not easy to in’t}
-;.1(i
j1.1k,1
P,111
t OW, 130
rection of Buford 0. Rush, ass,- ’
gine any more important t It
hand -made Christmas rants from
ciate professor of recreation.
Snow
a grammar school Clai4s in tlilroy.
WI
%N]i Nit
\
Games and refreshments. .
of
the
children
is
sincerity
"The
Slust
A,1111, -W
chiding a cup cake Christmas tr.
.j1IS1 wonderful." she said.
with the Tribuee, while numermis’
Yesterday’s annual campus wide svill he featured at the pai
ON THE AIR
most not- blood drive was termed a "suc- which IS No 9 in Tr saris, r
British publications
The 15-mintite format 01 the
1114
ably, the prodigious London Times cess" ny the chairman of the events pre-ented
S111/0%* llielodes 12 children being
were less congratulatory.
drise, slue 31Tintgornery, after ap-1 ii1)11
interviewed by Santa, the hest
2 for the price of ONE
At 1.1m"s.
ni s proximately 160 pints of Motel had
said
letters read hy the Princess and
-Good nook- the characters are "very stiff its been donated by 5.15 students,
he reading of jei,
their parts."
’The drive was conducted I
which includes the names of the
In the latest issue of Time
tween
tit. and I p.m. in 7.1
"Good Children."
The Princess and Santa also MagaZine’ SIV)w tirgm greater Ilse (Icy I II wider the spomT -i,
of
government.
scientists
in
of the community services con have visited grammar schools and
id the Air Force ROTi
nut tee
the recent Sant a Clara cormpulite. relations ritimilt able
with the assistance of resets fill,
sant.,
t
oilont
assoc.
and
niirsos
their rdsiiv,.
;Ion
\Viol. IN
Goes modern- as a theme tonight
1*.t1TT’s AMFOTIONs

Library Open
On Week Days
For Holidays

0.1. Cup Cake Tree
Brighten Party

.
Princess Snowflake’ SJS Junior ,
On KNTV’s ’Santaland Show
iw

NO
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D

lood Drive
A ’Success;
160 Pints

HOLIDAY
SUIT SALE

It
id Au. ii..,11111 lilt.. to go
into the production crul of television but 11,11.1’ is interested in
learning all phases of the business.
"Many of the children send pictures Tr( themselves to Santa to
enable hint to recognize them on
Christmas eve on his trip anaind
the world," Pall said.
Merry Christ minis.

Professor Smith
Returns to Work

sown
foams of biology and zoology since
1944, returned to campus today I
after suffering what was presumed to be a stroke Monday ,
afternoon.
Dr. Smith was taken to a local
hospital after %suffering svhat he
termed "a slight spasm ending in I
a faint."

C R Chrisi
Program Features
Movies, Orchesis

SUITS
2 for 1

SUITS
2 for 1

Total donations for all the sariouts Ming groups and campus organisations lratt not been detetmined as of yesterday afternoon,
hut the AFROTC was known to
have donated 7,0 pints of blood.
Miss Montgomery said at I h
driVe’S crinclission that plaques
would probably be given to tht
pimps that had matte the largest
di ma joins.

a

7,30

in

Women’s

gyro,

Karen Knute. priblieity

in

A dance special entitle,
Elves"

by

the

Circhesis

HOLIDAY
SUIT SALE

mislern

grotip will L1’1:1111’111111’ e\ ening. she reisirt.
*.los ie. on sktint; Ind we -.1..iting
also will he shown. Miss Emits
said. in addition to regular volley 1 hall, ping pong and badminton.

VAUGHN’S
121 S

4th

CY
op,

Son Jose
2-7611
1k,
r 1 9

1

Werinea,Inv December 14 1,160

2-v-8PARTV§T D.kITT

Library Concert
Records sciicdoted tor tosits
library concert from noon to
1 p.m. and :i to 4 p.m. in ths.
library study room:
Mozart 1111110 C ertu No.
27 in IS flat istaJor
Prokofiev: Romeo and Juliet, bullet
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Sangha Members
To Visit Buddhist
Temple Sunday

Student Corrects
Faulty Statements

Members of the Sangha club
will take a field trip to the
Sokoji Buddhist Temple Sunday, Dec. 18 at 10 a.m. at 1881
Rush and Laguna sts., San
Francisco, according to Dr.
Kaztimitsu Kato, club adviser.
The Asian culture group.
sponsored by the Philosophy deparonent, will attend a Zen Buddhist service, listen to a
lecture and participate in the
meditation, he said.
"To quote an old Chinese
proverb ’One seeing is worth
100 hearings,’" Dr. Kato added.

Prof To Speak
Dr. Walter Hugins. assistant
professor of history, will speak
on "The Opportunities for the
Historian in the National Park
Service" tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
in CH238 at the monthly meeting of Phi Alpha Theta, national
history honorary fraternity.
All members are urged to attend.

RAziggiszmazugui
Old Nk odd Charm in Dinin,
America’s host Beautiful Hofbrau

_Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
SUNDAY
through
THURSDAY

, ’iL’il*II
_ 1 Ts, r74r1
-t ) 17

-.

NIKKI
AND - GYPSY ViOLIN

Die RhinelanderA
Band
& Sat. Nites’j

garden City iloAratt
51 So. Market
CY 7-2002
-

An Ivy
Connoisseur’s
Find...

WAISTCOATS
\ (OR VESTS)
Fine corduroy
reverses to
cotton madras,
Red, black or
olive. 36-44.

.95
FIRST AT

SANTA CLARA

Thrust and Parry
1.1)1 COB
The thought, behind the article "America
Pauses Today To Recall Pearl
Harbor," in the Wednesday,
Dec. 7 edition of the Spartan
Daily, are worthy of commendation.
Regrettably, certain statements contained therein are factually incorrect. To be specific,
and in the interest of historical
accuracy, the following data are
submitted:
1. The Japanese air force
(army I did not participate in
the attack on Pearl Harbor. The
353 aircraft which took part in
the bombing and aerial torpedo
foray were carrier-based, and
units of the Imperial Japanese
Navy.
2. Rockets were not employed
by either United States or Japanese forces.
3. In December, 1941, the U.S.
Air Force was not yet established. The parent organization
of land-based military aircraft
other than those of the U.S.
Navy was the U.S. Army Air
Corps.
4. The latter part of paragraph five-- "and only a seriously weakened counter-attack
was able to save them from annihilation"--is 180 degrees out
of phase. Firstly, there was no
counter-attack. The Japanese
aircraft headed back to their
carriers after the attack. The
Japanese striking force was positioned about 275 miles north
of the island of Oahu. and already heading back to the empire. Thus there were no Japanese combatant vessels within
range of the five flyable fighters
that the Army Air Corps managed to launch from a satellite
field at Haliewa, Oahu. Secondly, not one U.S. battleship, but
two cruisers, and a few destroyers and secondary small
craft were RFS (ready for seal.
5. Memorial services are held
on a platform over the remains
of the battleship Arizona, not
by it.
6. Fortunately, 15,000 plus
men did not lose their lives at
Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941.
The total of Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and civilian casual-ties was 2403 killed, missing,
and died of wounds, and 1178
wounded.
Again, I commend the initiative of the Spartan Daily staff
in the appropriateness and timeliness of the article. I trust that
constructive criticism will be
accepted in good faith. My statements are based on factual
knowledge. I was at Pearl Harbor on the morning of Dec. 7,
1991.
(dr. It. M. Anthony,
USCG (Het
.ASB 8415

center. The latter has heretofore, though it should not have
done so, borne the total cost
alone. The AV(’ will still aid,
but the student committee has
now assumed major responsibility. Thus, as is fitting, the program will be presented hereafter under the student body
banner.
As projected for the next
three semesters, the Classic
Film program will after nine
shows each term. As heretofore,
the major emphasis will be
great plays on film. The plan
is to make this a genuine and
permanent festival of the arts
aimed at broad and varied interests in the college community. To this end, we have invited
other departments concerned to
suggest great films of wide appeal in opera, ballet, classic
cinema. and the graphic arts for
inclusion in the program.
Aside from announcing the
forthcoming program. I wish
to appeal to students and faculty
alike. having attended many
discussions about it, I know
that financial backing and even
survival depend on attendance
and other indications of campus
support. May I suggest that students and faculty who have enjoyed the current program (Cr
who look forward to the future
one, express their pleasure by
a three -penny card to the AudioVisual center or the student
cultural affairs committee.
Robert Orem
Assoc. Prof. of English

’Theme: How Justify
Discrimination?’
Mr.
MAMA(
Stellrecht’s letter of Dec. 7, I
wondered how many people read
into the lines of my letter on
Dec. 6, subtle, unintended implications. I regret that the sincerity and intent of the letter
was questioned through, perhaps, an out -of-proportion inference of an analogy. Buchenwald, I still equate with barbarism, and to rectify the misconception that I attempted to
"smear" any particular national
group, I equate barbarism with
Andersonville.
In order to direct attention
back to the original theme of
my letterwith what shall we
justify discrimination?
Brian Hayes
ASB 5584

’Davis Story Great
Love EpicStudent
EMI Clii rhe Davis Jr.
is perhaps one of the great love
epics of our time. Here, friends,
is a yuting, vigorous gentleman
of 20th Century American society who, despite such overwhelming handicaps as being a
Jewish Negro with one eye, has
risen to the heights of social,
economic, and now perhaps political glory.
Davis Jr.’s greatest moment
came as an anti -climax to his
modest wedding, when kissing
the cheek of well-wisher Mrs.
Pat Kennedy Lawford during
the reception, she said, "How do
you feel. chicky baby?" With an
air of oratory in the great
Churchill tradition and a voice
choked with emotion, Davis Jr.
replied, "Man, I feel electric."
I think I’m quite safe in assuming that the great majority
of this nation’s citizens share
Sarruny’s reaction. However, let
us all hope that this present atmosphere of goodwill will prevail between Hollywood and the
new family administration in
Washington. As far as military
counsel is concerned, I am sure
that the President-elect can
count on the "Rat Pack," as
F. Sinatra fondly refers to his
tribe, which includes such notables as Brothers Lawford, Davis,
Martin and Bishop, of whom it
is said have a combined total of
over 50 war pictures to their
joint credit.
This could be just the political
beginning for young Davis Jr.
and his friends--if it is then let
me say with fierce pride and
"Khrushchev bepatriotism:
ware!"
TED EARLE
ASB 9915

ti dies, despite its commendable objectives, has reached the
[sant where it is annoying and
boring the general student body.
The proper way to persuade an
intelligent body of people of a
course of action or a policy is
not by saturating them with an
unending and noisy string of
uncompromising assertions.
The entire catechism against
HCUA has reached the point
where it is beginning to sound
like a used car commercial. Regrettably, TASC has made such
a stupendous bore out of what
most observers regard as an issue of signal importance that
any attempt at a serious and

critical inquiry into the n,,
of HCUA provokes eithet ,.r.:
or inflamed hostility,
TASC’s opposition to
because it is instinctive
than rational, is tin ohs
the awakening on the college
campus of the dangers implicit
In a powerful and unprincipled
Congressional
in vest iga tory
committee.
If TASC is really sincere
in
its desire to ignite student ow.,
sition to IICUA, I suggest it!
immediately apply itself to de.
fending the committee from its
critics.
Jerry Carroll
AMR html,
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RICHARD HUDNUT
OLD SPICE
DESERT FLOWER
YARDLEY
EATON STATIONERY
And Others
*

Free gift wrapping

*

Gifts mailed anywhere

cpiee

*

A bagful of (gift ideas at

’TASC Annoying.’
States Writer

Metric Pharmacy

EDITOR --- It would appear
that TASC is a group so insular
and ingrown that it is unaware
that its querulous, ceaseless
campaign against the house
,.atmittee on un-American ac

Next to Winchell’s Donuts

5.3.sted(

E. Santa Clara St. at 5th

When you care enough
. . to buy the very best

,.et SPIVI
Chicken f
one order

la Tonv
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alem refreshes your taste
"air-softensnevery puff

Professor Announces
Support for Films

"BI
OVI

1.1)111 II: I .ifis pleased to
announce that the free-admission Classic Film program, so
well attended and apparently
so rewarding to many students
and faculty alike, has been rescued from threatened cancellation by a generous agreement of
joint financial support between
the student cultural affairs committee and the Audio-Visual
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PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER

high.fidelity
SIL .A. FL IC La
(II

OPERATES ON 4 FLASHLIGHT BATTERIES

$99956

WEIGHS ONLY
5 POUNDS
as portable
as your
camera
1
... -,
IA
.....,
-

At last!A high-fidelity tape recorder that goes
anywhere, plays everywhere. Truly portable
in every sense of the word, this lightweight,
compact tape recorder operates indoors
or out ...on 4 standard flashlight batteries.
Use ’tin the office, at borne or in the car. Take it
on trips anywhere. Your Phono-Trix Mark DI
is always ready to record and play back voice
or music. Up to 90 minutes recording time
on one dual.track tape. Precision.made
.n West Germany, Phono-Trix Mark W is the
ideal instrument for anyone who travels:
business executives, salesmen, students and
servicemen. Wonderful, too, for family fun.
l‘reelf

CAMPI MUSIC
50 S. First 36 Valley Fair
Use First National or BankArnricard
551-1 Green Stamps

It .1

Ilev:141A TA.,

Ter k..)brutg-if.’7-"cvoccii That’s what smokers say
about Salem, because its smoke is as softly refreshing as the air of
a springtime morning. Special High Porosity paper "air-softens"
every puff. And Salem’s fine tobaccos make Salem taste rich as well
as refreshing. Smoke refreshed, pack after pack...smoke Salem’

7E-7ee

Ate/r.

*menthol fresh .rich tobacco taste

modern filter, too

At your h
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WOMEN ENGINEERS

Club ’Adopts
Hospital Ward
for Christmas

tnvInesala

ii,III!

’F S WINCHESTER RD.
,ORNiA

cp ee 141
.5 ATER STREET
CALIFORNIA

TWO ’OF SEVEN women
Hamon and Ann Dowrick,
computer panel. Ann turns
pares to give the electronic

engineers attending SJS, Martha
check out the new San Jose State
on the d.c. current, as Martha pre.
whiza race with her "slip -stick."

Coeds Ignore Taboo
Study Engineering

fly LARRY WORTHINGTON
When Russia launched the first
Sputnik many individuals called
for changes in the American edu,LARA STREET
IFORNIA
cation system. "We need more
men in engineering," they cried,
Seven coeds at SJS and a number
of women students throughout the
4
’ & EL CAMINO REAL
country have a different answer,
CALIFORNIA
These women are engineering
majtit They feel they can he enand fill important jobs,
gin ,.
’III’ ugh engineering tradiIVCS
Al
has been a taboo field
A,S
AI IFORN IA
tor vvoinen.
Bruited Chicken to take home.
Dean Norman 0. Gunderson,
dean of SJS Engineering division,
Let SPIVEY furnish Broasted
Chicken for your party. From and Dr. Alice L. Dement, personnel counselor, feel that women can
me order to a thousand.
have careers in engineering, just
as they can have careers in teaching, business, or any other professions.
DRIVE-IN
’ Dean Genderson said in an interview. "Russia has a large numI, TALIRANTS
ber of women engineers and technicians: they are considered on
Our women engipar with
,laricers
rii men.
crui
gu.ifinv

cpiee9

Spieey

citieey’Af

SPIVEY’S

more qualified people In the field
Getting into engineering isn
easy for women. Parents are
problem. Fathers are proud
their daughters’ grades, and moll,
ers worry about sanity of the,
offspring. But the coeds agr
that engineering instructors ii
the strongest opposition.
Engineering majors Pat Ha*.
and Ann Dots rick say that th,
had trouble getting general fresf
man counseling because of facitt,
opposition. Pat claims she is J,
school one extra year beca
the lank of freshman cot::
and both women say the
told hy their counselors i
out of engineering. Junior Mat t
Ramon said she didn’t at
get counseling hitt made
schedule herself and .sohnu,’.
for approval.
In answer to the charge of h .
band hunting leveled against won’
en engineers, Dr. Dement said st
sees nothing wrong with worn’
who have the ability, enrolling
engineering and marrying a clamate. "She will have a good pi:
,ession anal, if she marries an i
gineer. she will have Ma ITIo
I man it ith common interests ’
en in engineering, like wooliI
other professions, can have .d
Stilt l
, interrupted career," Dr. Dem,
5 I.
eommit tee, meet -I said.
s. I
I Ii
pm.
Martha liamon is inarrieI
y.
I thrisimas
I I
freshman in the engineerin
unit 11,1,o1,1(1 church, 374 S. slam. but they were weal WI,
husband was still in thn
Third St., 7 p.m.
T tS(’. meeting. C/1238. 7:30 p.m. Guard.
International Relations c liih,
S112. 8:13 p.m.
Italt committee, planning en!,
mittee. meeting, College Uti
3:30 p.m.
student Nurses’ assn., Meeting,
CI 1’2’27, 3 15 p.m
Neiim
Netimait slob,
p
Ill IxII
\% ";’2,
t% %.%,
p
’.1.1;1O,
p
.
gym In
55’.
7 pm

Spartaguide

Rork

"BRAINS
OVER BRAWN"
I broke my back
to get ahead.
Football, track,
baseball, basketball. But nobody
notced me. Then
one weary day I
started wearing
A 1 Rapierslacks.
Instant success.
Now I’m a con.
firmed 6 -letter
,r,tn. RAPIER,
of course.

tth,

Z.!

TO101t1t011’
Industrial Itelaleeas emit, sp
A
":1,-ple Simon . P.,/a,
Alpha t hi. meet I’m
3 p.m.
man club, meeting, In._
1,’s home. 8 p.m.

mma

STUDENT
SPECIALS

495 to 6 99

LUBRICATION

$1.50

NITI PARNING

$7.00

DAY and NITE

$10.00

Vacation Trailer Rentals
Auto and Towing Service
Brake Service
Batteriet.
Tuneupt.

BREHM BROS.
Cn.ITINL I1TAL SLAC,

:- cTvorife campus shop

Phyllis I,,,

drama major from Sunnyvale, is
appearing in a one-act opera at
the Ciiic Playhouse. 136 W. San
Carlos, Friday anal Saturday at
8:30 p.m, and each succeeding

Winter Driving Calls ’Job Interviews
For Care, Antifreeze

GENERAL
SPECIALTY
Powerqlide
Hydramatic
Special Student Rates
CY 5-42.47
456 E Si" Salvador

cpieq.5

sited with the AFL-C10.
Recently appearing before the
State Personnel Board, union representatives appealed for a salary
increase. SJS local 1364 consists
of non -certificated workers and
was ,tiartered by the AFSC’MEAll ’10 in March of this year.

sonnet, members of the local employees union, AFSCME-AFL-C10,
held their annual dinner meeting
at the Virginian Inn last Saturday night.
AFSCME stands for American
federation of state, county and

Repair
Aiii Auto
AUTO REPAIR

NAVAJO LOUNGE
/ANT
. WEST SAN CARLOS Al SHASTA
-SE, CALIFORNIA

IsP ART 5N 11111TN-1

Union Holds Dinner Phyllis Parmenter Has Role
,,
,,,),,,
,,
n C ivic Playhouse Production

Jose State’s Oecupational
lIyclub has "adopted’ the
new
n’s surgical ward in the
. nt building at Agnews hasChristmas party Dec. 21
. Doris Cutting, assistant
occupational therapy.
!be 0.T. club members will
ainimunity singing and prorefreshments and entertainpatients in the ward.
est to the
volunteers are exgore than 1000
in the hoslend to participate
said.
ptal-ivide festivities, she
V, ill also be given to each
\
at in the ward

citieelAS

T1PrPli,lwr 11 l’irn

BRING A.S.B. CARD
Across from Campus
4th and SAN

FERNANDO

41:i trips mean dris mg during
or weather or on had toads or
both. Winterizing the car and
driver are necessary, according to
United Press International.
Winterizing the driver: Clear
eat her doesn’t mean safe conditions. Get a feel of the techniques
driving on ice before encountering traffic.
Pump the brakes to maintain
best steering control when braking
on ice or slippery roads. Keep a
good distance between cars to
for surprises.
Winterizing the car: Add an
anti -freeze to the radiator, and
(’heck with the attendant on the
..inge for protection. Check the
indshield wipers and make sure
tliat the defroster and heater work
properly. Check tires to he sure
that they will carry the load of
I driving with chains, and on poor
roads. Use snow tires if available.

CHRISTMAS
GIFTS
FOR HIM

Misc. flares, flashlight, chain,
and blankets in the car before
Istarting. Stay alert, don’t try Ti
make the long haul in one day, and
!he courteous.

f."

A’.

Pendleton
Shirts
Washable
Wools
11.95 to
13.95

--INGT ON

04 e,

Here’s why "appreciation is
guaranteed" when you give
Remington Roll-a-matic

Ivy League
Shirts
Ropc,vr r sForl
& 14 sleeves
from 4.95

Man-sized shaving heeds
six rows of precision diamond
boned blades!

Continental
Cords
’Ion, Sand
Brown
6.95
Corduroy
Vests
d Lnden
A Green
from 6.95

’

Editor’n NI111.: N
tort her
graduate interviens are.
tiled until atter the Christmas
IteatIon..As roam as information
Is available., the Spartan Dallv
o Ill publish natives of intersiess.
beginning Jan. :S. The first appointments %sill be held Frldav,
Jan. II.

She sings the comedy role of
Mrs. Tutwiler in Tennessee Williams’ "Lord Byron’s Love Letter," presented by the San Jose
Theatre foundation.
Miss Parmenter recently finished
six-weekend engagement with
lie Civic Playhouse as the "good
1,iry" in Peter Ust nov’s comedy
’The Love of Four Colonels."
-Trouble in Tahiti." another
one-act operuu. a, ill also be presented
Students will iiegive a 25 per
cent discount on tickets and may
make reservations at the San Jose
box office at CYptiess 5-0888 or
the Playhouse at CYpress 4-2247.

-te*
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Exclusive Comb-Like Rollers
to make every
shave a customs
shave:

j

OPEN EVERY NIGHT
’TIL CHRISTMAS

ART
MARTINEZ
MEN’ 3 WEAR
290 SOUTH FIRST
First Nail Bank Chgeplat,
FREE PARKING

Always operates at top speed
the best speed for any shaver!

’16"

Reg. $26.95
Lionited
Supply
Sorry, no
or moil
,der- of this
,peelui price

Hurry, Come in
Today:
200 SO. FIRST
Only

a It eek!

Co.. San Antonio San Jose

441410?:41ri,44,1*C:710C014-14--"giblekLier;:;i/§itir,FAW

’

e

OLIDAY GRE TINGs i,

.4 WE HOPE THAT YOU HAVE A MOST ENJOYABLE CHRISTMAS ft
VACATION. BEFORE YOU LEAVE, REMEMBER THESE THINGS: al
At
TODAY, WEDNESDAY, IS THE LAST DAY FOR YOU TO ENTER OUR
OFFICIAL S.J.S. COLLEGE RING CONTEST. WATCH FOR THE WINNERS
IN TOMORROW’S SPARTAN DAILY
WE ARE OPEN DURING THE CHRISTMAS VACATION. DROP IN AND
BROWSE. GET A S.J.S. SWEATSHIRT FOR YOUR KID BROTHER. ALSO
MANY CARDS AND GIFTS.
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PRICE ON A 2; -FOOT HIGH WIRE BOOK
ONLY $3.25.

-1\CK

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Wednesday, December 14 1rign

4...SPARTAN ’3.4111

Former U.A.R. Ring Champion Visits State
Held Amateur Title 19 Years
ttv
l’AI.MIER
Ala!Immo! Ezzatliman may:
be _kn.l
titer foreiri name to
Americanlitit
mention the
k. r in the 1 nitcd Arab
Heintidir lol nearls .1111
d1111 Chalices are hi lace %ill light ti,lik, ihe 11Ii
da!, Seamm.
Fur, In people ill the 1’ Alt
Soliman’s name has the same
meaning Jack fl)ettipsey’s has to

sion, and Ii,’ :it taincd these
Americans. ’Fin, small, dark-COMpleeted Egyptian, who has a six- , heitatts mils alter being presmonth visa in the U.S., is spendsured into engaging hi the pug,ing part of his time at San Jose listic art!
State, learning all he can about !
Soliman got his start in boxing
American boxing from Spartan ’ in 1930, but only’ after constant
ring mentor Julie Menendez.
, urging by his two brothers, who
soliman. W110 100104 like :thy loved the sport.
thing butt a ei.ran of the ring
-1 despised boxing." Soliman
oar’-., is as for IS vears the amasaid. -but mv hint hers kept beget tit,
teur hosing itliami ’
inc Elle to conic down to the gym
I
In the Ils ti eight
and box with them. Finally I did
and then I decided to start training."
ths
a few short
Vitli
he bee:1111e s,, skilled at the sport
he derided to take it si rious’s.
and hy the end of the sear Ile
was amateur fli weight champion
of Egypt.
In 1936 he was scheduled to go
to the Olympics in Berlin, Germany, hut two weeks before the
long awaited day. Soliman became
iII. Ile spent days in bed. hut did
3 Blocks West of Valley Fair
Open Wk. 7-9, Sun. 8-7
not get better, and as the Olympics drew near, a replacement was
,,hosen for Soliman and his coon iv at the spectacle of sport
AX 6-9955
Cypress Ave. & Stevens Creek Blvd
hnheartbroken,
soliman,
to it hint
plored the it
fight his replacement. sick :is hi has. tor a trip to the Ols mph.s
is not an eer31.1r0 occurrence.
Against doctors’ advice. Solig
mon dragged himself from his bed
two hours prior to the scheduled
SPORTSWEAR
bout, shadow-boxed briefly in an
there,
wear
DOH
H I S
attempt to get his strength hack,
and went in against his healthy

Suti fuse State’s newly formed
boxing club, which organized II,
heti of further NCAA cornpetiii,
is in the process of preparing
its opening match with a Camp
Pendleton Marines team in Janu-

boxing.
Heavyweight Archie Milton.
who paced the glovers as they
rolled up three con.secutive NCAA
crowns, will carry much of the
newly formed team’s weight on his
hrtsid shoulders. lie was NCAA
champion in 1958 and again
1960 in his division.
Ron Nichols, winner of the 11,,
pound NCAA title the past tv.,,
southpaw
scrappy
and
years,
Davey Nelson, who surprised the
rest of the 125-pounders last year
to garner the title at Madison, are
the mho’ NCAA kings.
Pete Benavidez, spokesman for
the team, said anyone interest, -it
in trying out for the team should
come to the Spartan gym 3 I,
weekdays or contact him at I
4-1996 --c.f..

Only on Presentation of ASB Card

$ I .25

Discount on Oil Changes

CYPRESS MOBILE SERVICE

h.

fx:r.,..

the amazement of all, the
determined little Egyptian banged
his opponent all over the ring, but
in weakened condition, was unable
off.
I,, I inc-it
Neertheless. it paid off with
a trip to Berlin, is lure he just
Mi.:Sell %%11111111g a gold med,l.
lie lost a derisInn to a Ilerman
glover in the finals and had to
Settle for the silver medal.
In the twilight of his career.
Soliman again tried for an Olympic gold medal, but was beaten
in the quarter-finals at London in
1948.
When he retired late that year
he had hundreds of medals, tropities, and other awards to show
for his 18 years in the ring and is
still considered the finest boxer
ever to come it of Egypt by Menenilez.
What does Soliman think of the
United States7
t a doubt it is the
"Witt
finest country in the %%twirl, but
there are many things that surprise the. There are to, 111;111
new ears here and yilli Americans lead .4..11 11.11Vi(111111

kk

PIPER CORDS
sliver, fit smooth
and snug, set low on the hips, never need a belt (new hidden side tabs handle the hold-up).Available in loden, ante-

Clean-cut Piper corduroys are slim as a

lope and antique olive.

6.95

181

life is It istered .ir
At 1
It,.’ family."
A man who has seen much of
Soliman
the world in his It
said there is no comparison between the U.S. and Russia ’The
Russian people lead a horrible life.
The human being is nothing more
thorn part of an industrial machine." he declared.
who is also an international referee, saw the Gene
Fullmer-Ray Robinson title bout
in LIS Angeles. and though he
didn’t like Fullmer’s
l:tc(ei-bor\er
.17-yeao....1(1
the
les,
4,11).
seored it a [IV:M. as ;lid 111,.

ALL TRANSISTOR

TAPE RECORDER

PENGUIN SWEATER JACKET
very flattering new jacket length
in the bulkiest of knits!
Plenty of beef and brawn to Grodins Penguin, knitted from pure worsted yarns and
permanently moth-proofed. Close the fulllength hidden zip and you have a handsome crew-neck ... or open as ni
you please for another good look!
/135
Raglan sleeves. Solids or stripes.

Mary Ann Garden’,

801

Ixo§Kvo.o.s;,,-

SINCE 1904
In Downtown Se,
First & Son Fernando r

VALLEY FAR

2801 STEVENS

CREEK BLVD.

OMWEIGHS ONLY 5 LBS.

. as portable as

your car-

PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER
operates on 4 flashlight batteries
USE IT INDOORS, OUTDOORS . . . WHEREVER YOU TRAVEL

high-idelity MARK III
in luxurious scotch-grain
leather case. Includes microphone,
spcaker, reels and tape.
Complete

$9995

RECORDS AND PLAYS BACK VOICE
OR MUSIC, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME!

to record ,old/or arnplit
con verSa!,-.,

t,o+11 si

TELEPHONE PICK. UP dt AMPLIFIER
STETHOSCOPE EARPHONES
EXTRA TAPE

Lincoln Ave

enn111111111k

.J JUNO

4-..a.**fitskOt

Students

CV 5-5600

qLEI(Neif,creri
.

IX
IX

CAMP CITY
Next to

brilliant Christmas _
. . at surpringls
ate prices. Nit, it dors si
cost a small forth’’, te
lain the er) finest ii ri
ds! titre our 1 .1 to..
%Atte collection.
A

Special Discounts:

4101111181/
autorrs

2

’(’;
the most unforgettable
way to say 1:
Merry Christmas

trophies he won in 18 years as
U.A.R. amateur flyweight titleholder. Soliman is visiting San
Jose State and picking up
pointers on American boxing
from Spartan ring coach Julie
Menendez.

PORTABLE

/5

CY

DIAMOND

champion, Mahmoud Ezzat Soliman, stands beside the many

911A4’43TRIX

Church Groups

Fernando

Her Engagement

.4NTA

TROPHIES TO SPAREFoimer
United Arab Republic boxing

men’s gym.

School

KBM
KENNEDY BUSINESS
MACHINES

LARK-S-1

Greek V-Ball
Tourney Set

EVERY THING NEW FOR RENT
SKIS with Safety Bindings
Full Double Ski Boots . . . Ski Pants . . .Parkas
Toboggans . . . Snow Saucers . . . Tire Chains

Use Our
Rent -to -Own Han

96 E. San

gfrFOO romPenrnIs ’(’cc/am Stand

399’ a W. SAN CARLOS

Foe

II

Special
Student Rates
3 Months $18

HOME OF THE
HAPPY HOT DOG

"There is far too time+ clinching and bolding here," na
bigKeSt eriticism
tern! hosing. "You do not See
this In our country."
When Soliman retitrns to EgYp,
-.co months ft Oril new he intendei run a boxing clink. for his na
countrymen, and will It;
.ilong a number of NIenentlez
methods to U.A.R. boxers.
Julie chuckles over his foreign
Fraternities are urged to begin visitor’s inquisitiveness.
j
mid, forming learns before the holidays iting my method class in boxing
for the annual IFC volleyballcud t ime som et hing new’ mimes
Tournament Jan. 13 and 14.
up, he’s sure it’s a good idea and
Fraternities are reminded, how has to make a note of it."
, ever, that members of last year’s
But uhile Menendez chuckles,
, varsity %%Ball team and cam-1iSoliman goes right ahout his
are
squad
year’s
this
dates for
business of collecting Informaineligible for the tourney.
thin on American hosing.
repreA meeting of fraternity
No MAIM when he returns to
sentatives and volleyball coaches his home the mustached little matt
is slated fir Jail. .I at 3:30 p.m. will have much to say about Amer in MG201 to discuss and draw for lea and a San Jose Stair, boxing
coaeh. whose ring teehniques unplaces.
DU is defending champion of dotibtedly will impriese the earth’,.
the double elimination tourney. of boxing, in the Middle Vast.
with Theta Chi and A’r0 second -and third respectively last year.
First round games will be in
, the Women’s gym at 3:30 p.m.
Jan. 13 with the finals beginning
at 10 a.m, the following day in the

SKI RENTALS

Rent a

TYPEWRITER

ary.
The team, composed of a number of former Spartan intercollegiate glovers, is backed by
several San Jose businessmen, interested in the rellaii of collegial,.

Special to Students

Complete Lubrication

Camp Pendleton First Fol
For New SJS Boxing Clu

thing
than
State
I

WedePtiflay

Foe Decked Three Times

Radio KEEN
Airs Road Tilts

Campbell Bangs Out 6th Round
TKO Over Vet Glover Macias
6."1.111.

pushed

PALMER

firm rid and

Campbell

Campbell proved one promptly. pushed hint hack with
thing last night. He can go more sharp left jabs and an occasional
whist ling hook.
than thre rounds. The San Jose
Tile eager young Spartan wir,
state ring ace, who won a pair ol
finishers in his first awarded a first round k raielolou n
three round
two pro olliingS, scored a sixth on a half punek. half -thp :dram
TKO over Mexico’s Carlos that neither lieferei Silsa nor the
’,hostas in the San Jose Audi- timeke,per tsaild decide opal
In the fourth, Campbell 11111111,ttritan.
Jack Silva stopped it 11114.1 a right eros that ’aught
, , the round to officially Macias flush on the jaw, unglued
his
nxhnical knockout, but him f
thpiet e and
,La
;l’ or
battler was by no, sent hint reeling.
Ihe Mexican
.- ready to get off the canvas.’ Campbell, becoming less wary
tatabeil, his usual stylish and more aggressive by the sixth.
oasted no time in shooting finally cornered the Mexican
in a neutral corner and rained
oho was bOSS. A vet of
a combination of stinging blow,
js scars in the ring, NI/m.1as
_
f..:!Iji,jull,UWAVAAAMVCA1/4.26,14,(Lwal,kvAw
Harry

HO

HO
HO rc

AND ALL THAT . .
Here is your one spot stop
for all your gifts for men
SWEATERS
We have them in all
Types

Styles Colors

Stop in and Pick One Out

1

SHIRTS
DRESS
SPORTS
LONG SLEEVE
SHORTSLEEVE &
all lengths in
between

k

also
MEN’S COLOGNE
LEATHER GOODS
WELL . . . EVERYTHING
FOR THE MAN

Pci

that "hCared- Macias into going
down.
With the crowd booing, Macias
climbed to his feet, hut wa,
promptly decked in the other neutral corner this tioa front a solid
left Will It was ail over.
For Campbell it was his first
latin OVOIlt :Ind his Illaftliftr.r. Bill
Young, It., another on tap for
hint .lint

Itadiu
1:t7u
the dial, will air three ul Sao
Jose State’s four road basket hall games beginning with tonight’s Idaho State clash.
KEEN u ill also hr
least
Monday’s tilt with St. Louis U.
and nest WedilekoalWS dash
with Washiligton University ol
St. Louis. .111 three will lie re.
ereated at 8:15 p.m.

GOOD Al’ GAINING
AUSTIN, Tex. ; UPI I -The most
yards ever gained by a Southwest
Conference football leant in a sinitlf game was 617 by Texas UMstr,ity against Temple in 1999.

Professor of physical education, Bob Bronzan, will head the firtt
annual football holiday coaching clinic during Shrine East-West football game week Dec. 29 and 30 at Rickey’s Studio Inn in Palo Alto.
Bronxan. Spartan football coach from 1950 to 1956, and a staff
of the nation’s foremost coaches and athletic directors will discuss
football thoroughly from A to Z.
Others coaches who make up the Shrine staff of experts are Bill
-*Barnes of UCLA, Joe Verducci of
SFS. Abe Martin of TCU, Mill
11111 of Wisconsin, Joe Kuharieh
.sotre Hamt., Frank Howard ol
Clemson and Bob Berry of San
.tose’s Willow Glen high school.
Brotrian. while heading San Jose
tio’s grid machine, was
t- named Northern California
ouch of the Year 1952,1959 and
1956. He was also a coach in the
1957 East-West Shrine Game and
I.,. \ ’Tartan -.Alias. III. I.
ii adsisory coach for the Phila.
Holden 11,indas signed a It
contrart ssitlt telphia Eagles of the NFL in 1958.
Patrons of the clinic will gel an
the Milks:111kt, Brat I, firm a re inside look at nearly all phases of
ported luiuuiuus of S111.11181.
the gridiron sport.
The Ii lunt t,uf portsider from
Among the topics to be disPalo .111,, -till bad a sear of cussed will be the philosophy .4
eligibility remaining for the Spar- coaching football, building team
tans after recording a 7-3 mark morale, organization of the football program and defensive and ofit h SJS last season.
fensive play.
Bill Marshall, tht
Also on the agenda is a discus
Northern California talent scout. sumof the kicking game, new
Inked Holden and assigned him
drills and formations, panel talks
to report with other farmhands
and movies of the top collegiate
base
to the Milwaukee training
learns in action.
In
early
at Bradenton, Fla.,
A trip to one of the East-West
Mareh.
practice sessions is also slated
Ile reportedly will be assigned
the
Braves Louisville. Ky.,
American Association I A.1 11 minor league team.
As recently as last week ifolden
to

P

USE OUR CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY PLAN

,,4
-,ORDON
, 26,...._.a.3

ititIm’,i

fort I,, lill

II .iti

lit

It

mo,...

I’M{ I

\

Use

I ilW

await

before signing, Mit
Marshall was hot on his trail and
,t:t.lilnd-cropiast senior decided
sign.
According to Holden, he will
take a leave frotn SJS in the spring l
and continue his education in the
fa 1 I.

417 South FIrst

\,0

(-)
MERRY
CHRISTMAS

III

les lO

I ht

1,111011

e.ineelled

i.

Right or left footed? Foot
bound? Best foot backward?
People -toed? Unsure footed?

DESERT
C3011:303025
My name is FRED . . . I’m a
clod. They say I need a haircut. I’m going H VINCE’S. He
gives hai,cuts. Good ones.

1295

4*

VINCE’S
BARBER SHOP
139 E. San Antonio

FORMAL
WEAR
First in
Formal wear
since 1906

ggLan
SALES RENTALS
IN SAN .A.Y E
75 So, 2tic! St.
CV 4-2322
Open

ear es

No matter what kind of feet
you have or where you like
to stalk, Clarks Desert Boots
treat you most comfortably.
Brushed leather uppers and
Plantation crepe rubber soles
look right, feel right, are
right: Natural Sand or Olive.

SAN FRANCISCO MOAB
BERKELEY SACRAMENTO
SAN MATEO Pile ALTO SAN lOSE

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

Winter fun .
for everyone . .

COME INTO FREEMAN’S. WE WILL OUTFIT YOU
FOR YOUR SKI TRIP.

()VEtt THE 111.11) \

BOGNER.
HEAD SRS
STRETCH SKI PANTS
The Perfect Weekend
Combination

Nights
111.114’ -1:11ristmas Carols"
’s jill iii-’
sal.

I

come and see our
high quality equipment

TRY OUR RENTAL PLAN
$10 for a complete ski
outfit for the weekend
our sling apparel
is something to behold
CLOTHING

3-54H10

BOOTS

SKIS

1961
will be

.’)

51!

Your winter can be more fun than ever . . . learn to
SKI. The sport of skiing is a thrill that words cvase to
describe. Imagine yourself up in the heti-, clean crisp
mountain air. The wind rippling through your hair as you
descend the slope . . . snow bursting btneath your skis.
You rule the mountain. Its a thrill you should experience.

the Harr to /44)

111111’ fa

l

5

Holden played for a Brave sponsored winter loop this fall
and, upon its termination two
weeks ago, he emerged as its
top pitcher ulth a 6-0 record and
1.02 ERA.

HAMBONE’S
List’

I -

I.’

Your

111isie Wral.. ’1’1111.. Fri &

vl

a loot -

V.

He was the Peninsula League’s
leader in games won 161. strikeouts 1521. shutouts 1:11, and comFirst Western
OPEN
, it
SIC plete games 16I, allowing but five
Int erntional
THURS.
,arned runs in 49 innings.
Cherige Puss
9 -9
Among his seven collegiate wins
BankArsenced
g
litcsp.
icehti
in the spring was a I2-inning, 2-1,
%s in over rugged California. in
%shah the Spartan slab star didn’t
Corner San Antonio
9 S. Firs+, CY 2-21 25,
allow an earned run
’ c’?’""’;’14-InIrnIrt,"?n.,,,i,nnn:-i
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Bronzan Directs New
East-West Grid Clinic
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Two COP Games May Fill Grid Gap

Yearly Football Confab

reportedly

nerember 14.

more

fun
than
1960
Stop in
and see

OFA
HEAD
ROGG
HART
KASTINGER
A- 15
KOFLACH
KASTLE
KNEISEL
Give Sports ftr Xmas!

BOGNER
WHITE STAG
ROFFEE
MEGGI
SPORTALM
Rental and
Experts lo
Serve You

Repair

FREEMANS SPORT SHOP
’,PORTS FOR THE FAMILY

OPEN DAILY 9.31 ’a.m.

840 THE ALAMEDA
tarapeneslinaMeNaNIVINRIMI!II\

9

pm.
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Spartan Cagers Begin Road Trip. Play at Idaho State Tonight
Inman Five Invades Bengals’ Den;
Potent Utah, St. Louis Bills Follow
By NICK PETERS
Displaying their ball -control faiSket ball talents from the Rockies
to the Missippi, coach Stu Inman’s
Spartans 13-11 tip-off a rugged
four-game road trip tonight at
8:30 against Idaho State in Pocatello.
Following its opener in the den
of the Rocky
Mt. champion
Bengals, San Jose State plays {silent Utah in Salt Lake City Fri-

day, then moves on to St. Louis
for a pair of contests with Washington university and highly-rated
St. Louis university next Monday
and Wednesday. respectively.
The Spartans return to San
Jose municipal airport Thursday,
Dec. 22. at 3:43 p.m,
A 10-man basketball squad is
accompanying Inman and assistant
coach Danny Mines on the trip.
Forwards Dennis Bates, Norm Box-

Ring in the NEW YEAR at the

K CLUB
Gala New Year’s Eve Party!
Entertainment Party Favors
Buffet Dinner all you can eat
Plus all the party extras
ALL THIS FOR ONLY S111.00
PER PERSON (includes tax and tip)
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW!
CALL CYpress 2-4324
THE KEROSENE CLUB
365 E. JULIAN

Ski Rentals
Low Weekend Rates
Available in Every Size
SKIS &

BINDINGS

PARKAS
STRETCH
SKI

PANTS

BOOTS

TIRE CHAINS

Special rates for Fraternal organizationsLet
us outfit you for your next ski trip!

MEL’S RENTALS
1266 W. San Carlos

CY 2-5555

Open Sunday, Monday, Thursday, Friday, ’tit 9

COPE -McPHETRES
SPORT SHOP
ONLY THE BEST . . .
Skis by
*Head
*Hart
*Kneissl
*Kastle
*Northland
*Attenhofer

Free Throws
Help Frosh
Take Lobos

tock, Dick !tontine, and Bill Robertson. centers Jim? 13ratin and
Bobby Lister, and guards Bill
fly PETE SHAW
Yonge, Vance Barnes. Vic Cot-I.
San Jose State’s (rush cagers
and Gary Ryan are the Spartan
connected on 18 of 24 second-half
athletes making the Junket
free throw attempts and froze the
Prior to the team’s departure
hall effectively in the game’s wanyesterday. Inman rated the St.
ing moments to breeze past a
Louis U. Billikens as the toughest
pugilistic Monterey Peninsula Colteam of the four with Jack Gard lege five, 46-36, last night in Sparflees point -happy Utah Redskins
tan Gym.
-uniting a e!ose second.
With the victory the Sparta "Thev ’re all going to lw
babes chalked up their third win
tough." Intivin saki. "hut I w.iui Id
in four starts. They’ll try to make
rate St. Louis and Utah toughest
it four for five tomorrow night
on the strength of thei- size and
at 8 against San Mateo J. C. in
record."
Spartan gym.
Coach Johnny Evans’ Idaho
S.’S hit only 22 per cent of Its
State Bengals were hard-hit by
field goal attempts In the first
graduation. Only all -conference
half, hut walked off the court
guard Frank Swopes and forward
at the intermission with a 20-17
Ray Griffith return as starters
lead.
from a 1959-60 team that was 8-0
in Rocky Mountain play and 21-5
The Lobos, a hustling, aggresover-all.
sive hall club, temporarily look
They have two early-season
over the lead early in the second
losses on their record, dropping
half, but the MPC flare-up didn’t
an 85-81 decision to Gonz.aga and
last and the Spartababes moved
towering Frank Burgess, and losback in front at 32-30 and were
ing by 70-57 to a Colorado State
to lion Ilelturetti
- ph,.i
never again headed.
U. team that is favored to dethrone
UP AND OVER
San Jose forward Mel Simpthe Bengals as Rocky Mountain
Vance Barnes (20) up for two
son, who led all scorers with 17
champs.
points, swished II of 12 free
Utah, featuring the blitzkrieg
throw attempts, at least six of
offense In its last fen outings,
them late in the game, to help
will be the fiercest "racehorse’.
put the contest out of the
team the Spartans
encounLobos’ reach.
ter on their trek.
Applications for 16 class of flLast week the Utes, featuring cer positions may he obtained
Guards Craig Carpenter, Tom
6-9 center Bill "The /1111" McGill. 1 in the College Union until Jan. 4. Nichols and Gary Gresham also
trampled Evansville, 132-77, Texas ’ positions open include the four hit consistently from the charity
Christian, 110-55, and Baylor
major offiees in the frosh, soph- line in the second half.
83-69.
The contest was marked by
more, junior and senior classes.
Earlier, however, the Plea had class elections are Jan. 12 and several near-fights in the second
a sample of west coast cage prow13. Applications must he accom- , half. At least twice both benches
e.ss, dropping an 85-64 season open- palliest by a 30-100 word stab - were on the court waiting for
or to the WCAC’s Loyola Lions
ment of "platform."
round one
and being edged, 59-56, by Stan- - ford at Palo Alto.
Needless to say, the Utes, who
Were 26-3 last season, including’
a Win OVer NCAA champ Ohio
State, will he out for revenge.
agaire4 5.15 and
plus
6-4 fn-ward Bitt, Ruffen, have
the storing punch to make it
rough for %Is.
St. Louis’ Bills, coached by former USF star John Benington.
were 19-8 last season, competing
Widest Selection in San Jose
in the Missouri Valley Conference
that was dominated by Oscar RobCome in and Browse Around
ertson -led Cincinnati,
The Bills, already beaten by
Ohio State, 81-66, and claiming a
61-55 win over Iowa, feature a
mammoth 6-10, 275-pound center,
Bob Nordmann, who moves well
4TH STREET OPPOSITE LIBRARY
C.?. his site

Class Positions
Open Until Jan. 4

All Types
of
Quality Paperbacks

ROBERTS BOOK STORE

Little or No Waiting

1.50 Haircut

Ivy Leagu,

Crewcut

Flattops

MAC’S Crewcut Kings
MAC’S

Musa
kw train
tans’ Ott
scaring
61 colt
As a
have he
able 45.1
the nati
ati aver
an inter
of ball -c
Desil
(lamina

Across from
Administration
Building

Right Next to
Campus to
Serve You Better

BARBER SHOP
Open 8-6 p.m. 6 days a week

277 E. San Fernando

BRI

SPANISH KITCHEN
39 E. SAN ANTONIO ST.

$1.55 and S1.75

S.P.E.C.I.A.L__

DINNERS

Saturdays & Sundays only
ALU

(with ASB card)
NOW

$1.04
$1.25
$1.04
$1.04
$1.04
$1.25
$1.04

Enchilada Dinner
Spanish Kitchen Special
Tamale Dinner
Chili Colorado Dinner
Taco Dinner
Steak Dinner
Chili Verde Dinner
Chili Rellano Dinner
Chicken Dinner

$1.04
$1.25

FOOD TO TAKE OUT
We Cater to Banquets and Parties

Phone CY 7-9950

Safe Holiday Driving
Starts With A Brake
Be dcciJrnd of a carefree, trouble -free Christmas Holiday.
Have your car’s brake system inspected by competent
specialists who have the skill and experience to do a safe,
vine ob. Yager and Silva have been serving State Students
25 years. A complete brake shop and expert service
mechar,.-al repairs are your guarantee of satisfact:,’Cr

Apparel by

’en

Stop in today and see Yager and Silva for your brake
inspection and repairs . . . Our service is expert . . .
our rates modest.

Bogner
White Stag

WE CHECK THESE POINTS
Symptoms - Probably Causes

Comfy
Boots by
Strolz
Munari Master
Riecker
Henke

Spartan Sports

Hauser

I.

Meggi

Is the pedal spongy or rubbery?
orate
Air

2. Pedal goes all the way to floorboard.

Sportalm

5. Grabbing brakes.
-

P & M

6. Car

A,

Nor- Pol

3.

Loss of pressure.

4. Pedal must be pumped.
Improper adjustment.

!..ki-Shop with Complete Repair Facilities

NI

to one side.
"

7. Fading brake’,
Bad lining:,

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Snow Reports Available

Complete Rentals
66 W. Sin Antonio
CY 5-2939
NEW SHOP: 2931 El Camino, Santa Clara
CH 3-2111

Student
Parking
Rates

25 Years
Serving
State Students

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE
CORNER 4TH & SAN FERNANDO
156

AMR
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Annual WOK Christmas Tournament Scheduled Dec. 26-30
Braun’s 13,0 Tops Scorers; Club
Defense Sizzles with 45.0 Mark
By NICK PETERS
Muscular Joe Braun, a 6-7 junfrom USC, is the Sparior transfer
tao’ statistical leader with a 13.0
scoring average after four 196061 contests.
Inman’s cagers
As a learn, Stu
to a remarkhale held opponents
per game, among
Ale 45.0 points
and have scored
the nation’s best,
themselves in
:.n average of 57.8
interesting, well-balanced style
ball -control play.
Despite the Spartans obvious
110111hIallee in posting a 3-1 early-

season ledger, their opponents I
are better field goal shoters, 35.6
per cent to 34.7 per cent.
Pointing out the tough defense
employed by SJS, opponents have
attempted only 185 fielders, as
compared to the Spartans’ 216.
The locals show a marked leadership in rebounds, grabbing 171
for a 42.8 average, while their
rivals have pulled down 137 for
a 34.3 mark.
Individually, Braun stands alone.
He leads in points scored (52), average I3.W, field goal attempts

roG96"Gpmzi.
Simple 3imon
THE PIZZA PIE MAN
il
a
ii

5
1

s

ENTERTAINMENT!
Every Friday

Saturday

Sunday

BRING YOUR DATE - ENJOY THE FUN!
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8 P.M. to 1 A.M.
SUNDAYS 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Musk - Songs- Pizza!
S
o
0

0o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
S
)

t,
itlt

kS
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(41), field goals scored 117), free
throw attempts (24), free throws
made (18), rebounds 1341, and rebound average iR.Si.
Dennis Bates, a 6-4 sophomore
transfer Irons City College of
San Francisco, has excelled at
the Ira,’ throw line, sinking IN of-2,0 charity tosses for a sizzling
90 per cent.
Ile follows Braun in rebounding
with 25 and is tied with lithe
guard Vance Barnes for the runner-up spot in scoring. Both have
36 points for a 9.0 average.
Guard Gary Ryan has been the
Ole team’s top marksman. His 11 from the Boor gives him a
lid 50 per cent field goal averCo and his 12-for-15 on the line
among the top free throw marks
IL the squad. The scrappy 5-11
.nior has the least number of per.,nal fouls among the regulars (5)
,Ithough he’s one of the team’s
,op ball -hawks.
SCORiNG (Top Six)
Name
G Fg Ft Itch Pts Av.
Braun, e
4 17 18 34 52 13.0
Barnes, g
4 14 8 21 35 9.0
!tales, I!
4 9 18 25 36 9.0
!Skim, g
4 11 12 15 34 8.5
1 nnge, g
.4 9 6 12 24 6.0
Rostock, f
4 7 5 14 19 4.8
- - -SJS TOTALS 4 75 81 171 231 57.8
oPPoNENTs 4 htl IS 137 180 45.0

*

Holiday Hoop Classic Pits Spartans,
Champ Loyola in First-Round Clash

*

RN
K PETERS
Hill Dorto5ati.- powerful Lov
their
i.ti-i’,,t
NN e.t I
.\11,1ith. (.iinferen,i

I Broncos.
todid,:. -. a m
major hurdle confront,:
! The teams to beat in the tour- it.
ney will more than likely be de -1 Loyola is stronger than last
fending champ Loyola and Si.. year with guard Jerry Grote. the
Mary’s.
Both are in the Spartans. WI ’AC’s Ii4NIP last season, and
.1’oirr,i,’s title "g"i"-i ’I"
bracket, so if the Inman five is r,nior Ed Pam?" rated iimong the
man’. lioin!rs delerr.asenritirlerl m accomplish anything during tht11,11’1,111-. 011 111,-11,1%, De,. 2..
Nlemori,i1
at 7311 p.m. in
Gymnasium.
The Spartan will be out to in:
prove on a not-ioo-impressive 0.
7th and KEYES
SUPREME
log in last season’s first ann..,
I Block North of SPARTAN CITY
CASOI/Nf
Christmas tourney. In that or:.
USE’. COP, and Pepperdine
Conveniently located to serve car owners of
took the measure of SJS, letivir.
San Jose State
the locals with the worst rec.!
LUBRICATION
-MOTOR TUNEUP
, in the holiday cage classic.
WHEEL BALANCING- BRAKE SERVICE
San Jose State students ma’,
TIRES - BATTERIES - AUTO ACCESSORIES
attend the five-day tourney for
Discount to Students on Brake Work
a special rate of 50 cents per
night. Each team in the tournament-S.1S, (’OP, USK Loyola,
Pcpperdine, St. Mao’s. and
Santa Claris of the 551 SC, and
Where Servings Are Large
guest serhool Frardham-ssill play
th ree games.
And Prices are Right
A COP-Santa Clara 17:30 p.m.’
dot
tand Pepperdine-USF (9:15)
bleheader opens the tourney Mon.
day, Dec. 26. Those four teal,.
constitute one bracket in thee tieno,

BILL WERT CHEVRON

CARON

I.

PULLS ’EM

lira

flal:arrai

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUSIggid

DOWN

The Spartans and Lions cla.
at 7:30 the following evening ’1’
545 S. 2nd St. - hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
the first game of a twin-bill teaCALL CL 1-3310
turing Fordham and St MarN’,Sanpre Simon P422.1 is made with the finest wholesome
in the 9:15 nightcap.
argredients and features 7 OF THE WORLD’S FINEST
Should the Spartans defeat Lo:.
CHEESES. Call ahead for your "Take -Out" PIM, . . .
ula, they would meet the Furdhan.
SHIRTS
SHIRTS
SHIRTS
St. Mary’s victor Lit 730 Thin
1897
FREE
a.
Should
they
drop
the
open,.
day.
PARKING
ALUM ROCK AVE.
By NICK PETERS, Sports Editor
they would meet the
IT’S BEEN A LONG WAIT, but Spartan hoop followers have Gaels loser Wednesday night .
SAN JOSE STATE STUDENTS
tinally been given something to holler about. The 1960-61 edition 9:15 in consolation play.
DRY CLEANING .50c -- 95c
A victory in the Thursday sun .
of San Jose State basketball, a young and determined lot, has the
final would put SJS in the chair.
ability to attain great heights on the hardwoods.
Student enthusiasm has paralleled the team’s success through pionship battle at 9 p.m. Friday
bract.
four early-season outings, in which coach Stu Inman’s scrappy quin- loss in Thursdays’ winners
would put the Spartans in a fici
555 E. Santa Clara
CY 5-8763
tet has won three and lost but one-a tough 43-39 squeaker to powfor third place at 7 p.m. Frid.c.
erful Cal.
Consolation action would Is
This is a team that won’t roll over and play dead to anybody,
rtriejApfrAlitti-.40,s.
the locals competing for the
is witnessed by the Bear contest. SJS students like that type of
solation (loser’s bracket) title
gutty ball and they’re turning out in droves to see it.
’ 330 Friday, should they kk .r
Largely responsible for this Spartan basketball upsurge is the i Wednesday
- night. A loss to th .,
magnificent co-ordination between Inman and freshman coach Danny St. Mary’s-Fordham loser Wedne-ALL ACCOMMODATIONS,
Glines.
’of
1day would place SJS in a try
Both eat, drink, and think ’alike. The minute b freshman eager seventh place Friday at 1:30. Cn
Trust Your Cleaning To Exper-s
MEALS, SKI -LIFT, FREE
walks out on the gymnasium floor for the first time he is introduced It-used?
to the Inman-Glines method and is expected to learn it to a point
The tournament will present
where he may be of significant help to future Spartan varsity teams. ’ an outstanding preview of the
MCA(’ race, which opens for the
Plus Many Other Valuable Prizes
This long-range planning has worked elsewhere-at Kentucky
Indiana, California--and it is hoped San Jose State will reap its ,tartans on Jan. 7 at Civic Audi t Hum against Santa Clara’s IF
reward from it within a few years.
This year’s Spartan varsity is a test-tube aggregation. It is the
first SJS basketball team to employ the Inman-Glines "disciplined
Open at 4 p.m. Daily
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
offense" style of play, thus laying the foundation for teams of th(
Holiday Cheer!
service - 4-nour ar-,1 Service
truck
-day
I
is
future
the
distant
S*
just
how
future. Its success will serve to indicate
HOUSE OF PIZZA
Early games, although successful, reveal no true all-stars on the
185 E. Santa Clara
CY 7.9908
Spartan team, but they aren’t needed if a team can work well to- 395 Almaden Aye.
CYpress 2-7920
No,
itether. This team possesses that necessary quality.
10 to
NOT ENOUGH CAN BE SAID about the energetic Glines
11
:- - -:....2.-.-:+..-."...
Whereas the tall and somewhat sophisticated Inman seems to be
the patient, father-type, Danny is a short ball -of-fire, who has the
enthusiasm and spark of a sailor in port.
Get all the details on this new
.?.:.
Boyish Danny actually has the toughest job of the two, lie welexciting contest for San Jose State
-:.1
the state, each of whom has been --)-:throughout
from
stars
prep
comes
students . . . nothing to buy . . . no jingles.
taught a different style of play, and has the tedious chore of trans.
..’
tortning them into the "disciplined offense" patterns.
6:41
&
Fortunately, the Inman-Glines duo is recruiting fin. intelligent
young men, who can adjust to the system swiftly, therefore alleviat.
ing most of the problems before a eager reaches sophomore status.
Glines, because of his keen perception of rival defenses, handles
the varsity squad in all of its halftime chalk -talks, a job normally
reserved for the head coach. Inman. aware of his assistant’s talents.
gladly steps aside for the briefings.
To Order Pizza "to go"

. . . Dennis Bates (33)
grabs for rebound

30-DAY SPECIAL

nick :44 Httack4

FREE!

FREE!

19c

FREE!

WONDER CLEANERS

SNOW RESORT
WEEKEND

PROTECT ektArtli0
Your Ski Clothes!
tit

FOR TWO!

GARDEN CITY CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY

DON’T MISS TONIGHT’S

Spa/4ot calute

KLIV

OttlirvvA

paYlaff

you/. campu4

,....
- 40

-,:.
_

5rnerril
lettera
22 happy
ptudio44

01’ 01114-CMIZAS

_
_

TOUR
EUROPE
UNDERWOOD
OLIVETTI
Priced from only

$88.00 to 11930
Two perfect models for the student. The LETTERA 22 is just 3 in.
high, yet has all big -machine features, even tabulation. The STUDIO 44 is so complete it is called
"the compact standard."
".1......

Painless Payment Plan

sr,,,,LoLsraz,

FREE -Complete 240 -page pocket-size dictionary
just for seeing the LETTERA or STUDIO
demonstrated!
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HELEN LAFOLLETTE TOUR -1960
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DAYS . . . .$1869
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Limited

ONE FULL YEAR GUARANTEE

ROBERTS Typewriter Co.

OR CONTACT
DALE JOHNSON TRAVEL SERVICE
Bank of America Bldg.- CY 7-7811
-

41(

E,

4,
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**

Cummerbunds

2.95 i
Villager Blouses
from 5.95 i
**
*
Sweaters
from 13.95 :
Skirts

**
*

/1
\,,.’
0

..V-

*
from 12.95 :
$**********.

4)11

osfiers

7;

- ,i.
’41.

-0
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*
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4,4,
11
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EXPENSE

Departing June 21 - Membership

CYpress 4-1215

-

,..

FOR FREE FOLDER AND COMPLETE INFORMATION CALL
HELEN LAFOLLETTE - CY 3-8142

156 West San Fernando

-

LAFOLLETTE

SMALL LOCAL GROUP
"GRAND TOUR" ITINERARY
"EMPRESS" STEAMER
EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP

,.

******--

_
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0

4Itep

CaltttAAA

A41L.

50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Open Monday end Thursday Nights
CY 2-4500
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STEVENS CREEK BLVD.
Open Nights 13 Chrldmas
AX 6-6670
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A Famous Name in Men’s Clothing for Over 50 Years!

Size, Scene
Change as
SJS Ages

Duindee. Suuvit C10164

Bs EN l Al’oPORT
Feature Editur
(Editor’s not*: This is tho last in
series of four articles on tho history
of San Joss Stato).
San Jose State college not always known by that name, got its
present moniker in June. 1935
when the state legislature authorized changing the names of California teachers colleges to state
colleges. SJS had previously been
known as San Jose normal school
and San Jose State teachers college.
In the fall of 1935, enrollment
reached the 3000 mark and in
19;l7. SJS began granting bachelor
of education degrees.
Enrollment drop peel during
World War II to a low of 1583
students in 1943. The ratio then
was one man to six women.
Hut veterans returned, and enrollment figures soared until by
the fall of 1947, more than 7000
students were enrolled at SJS.
Just a year before, the college
had begun conducting graduate
level courses.
BARRACKS ERECTED
Fifteen
temporary
barracks
buildings were erected to alleviate
the overcrowding, but enrollment
continued to grow.
In May of 1949. a "master
plan" for future development of
SJS was proposed at Sacramentr,
and Loin 1949 to 1952, the statt
spent $5,772.372 to improve and
enlarge the campus.
During that period, houses were
cleared to make way for the $756,700 Music building and the $577,000 Engineering building. Construction completed then also includes the Speech and Drama
building at a cost of $1,262.000.
It is Dr. John T. Wahlquist.
prrsent SJS president, who has
been at the helm of the college
during its most active construction period. He joined the college
in 1952.
4C SEPARATES
In 1952-53, the junior college
sepaiated from SJS. hut (mom
ment continued to soar.
In 1955, SJS had a faculty
500. its largest and in terms m
drieti.rate degrees held, its m...
qualified. SJS now has close
1000 faculty members, one-half
thrm holding doctorate degrees.
In 1956, SJS graduated up u;
til then its largest class - 1.1],
students in the spring. Plus 3"
in the fall and 310 in the sum
men’ session.
In 1957, the college celehrati
its list Ii year operating on
$5.0tr, ,, t
budgi,
NIAA (It’s sTIVITTION
. . 1956 buildOn,
ings 5,iire a,td,i1
Ili, men’s gymnasium and the library; in 1957.
Centennial hall and the Administration building were constructed
and an addition to the Science
building was completed: in 1959.
the Art. Health and Faculty Office buildings were finished: Ii
1960, the Industrial Arts building. Phase I of the Corporation
yard and the dorms were completed,
The Spartan bookstore was finished in 1955 with an addition in
1957 and the cafeteria was ready
for occupancy in June, 1958.
In 1959, the college offered a
total of 141 majors. In June ,’
this year. SJS graduated its tar,
est class -- a total of 1263 at
dents.
,\ nil in September. it admitti
malty 15,000 students, a far r,
roan the original six who met .
a small room in San Franci--,high sehool in 1862.

Open Sunday, Dec. 18th, 9 a.m. III 6 p.m.
At All California Stores

Sale Held Pursuant
to Municipal Code.
Permit No, 72.

Values to ’85

Nothing Reserved!
Fixtures for Sale!
All Sales Final!

SUITS & TOPCOATS ,S;;;

$

BELTS
Ler g
men..
to

Famous make. Ideal for

Offerf
Sites

2S

Sue

fee

42.

c

Values to 2.50

Included!

mAl""Z:ie:
edrertised.

Values to 2.50

$

Were 14.98

NOW

REDUCED TO

NECKTIES
ally

Christmas gifts. All sizes.

Values to $40.00

pites now!

Silks

MEN’S ROBES JACKETS &
SPORT COATS
LEISURE i
999
COATS 50
Jewelry & Gift Items
SLACKS
SPORT SHIRTS
0
$8 $11
off
New Fall Weight

C

Values to
12.95

Buy him several of
these fine shirts.
Values to 5.98
REDUCED TO

Values to
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One of America’s top brands!

SOCKS
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BARGAINS
Shop Now For
CHRISTMAS!
CHARGE IT!
International
Bankamericard

First National
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S’Ihouetted against the rugged splendor of Squaw
Valley in the waning hours of the day, four members
of the San Jose State ski team catch their breath
before turning windward on the final run of the day.
Aching muscles, gasping lungs and burning eyes may
plead for day’s end, but the true skier can only look

forward to tomorrow when he can ascend the snow blanketed peaks for new adventure. Only the devoted
skier knows the pride and strength that is felt standing alone against the backdrop of mighty mountains,
certain in the knowledge that he can flash down sheer
slopes as if laughing defiance at the peaks above.

Ph: ‘e by

Ski Team To Defend Acting Trophy
By TODD PIIIPERS
San Jose Slate ski team coach
Turley Mings isn’t sure whether
be’s looking for skiers or actors
for this year’s squad, but he is
definitely looking for aspirants.
With tryouts only three weeks
away, Coach Mings is fearful that
SJS will not have enough men to
form a full eight man squad for
the 1961 snow campaign.
San Jose State is not known
as a national power in the snow
,Port. In fact it is safe to assume
-

What’s Inside

2-11)all
Pete
feature %%Mo.!.
Kuehl takes off for snow fun
and finds it not so loin In "’Ponderer’ ponders liap-lisinal Ski

Bitting."
3-1 rundonn on California ski
areas including Donner Son lllll it.
Ift. Shasta, V0144’111iii. and Lake]
Tahoe.
IVesilures on the ’(IS Ski club
and the art of tobogganing.
3-1’icture page (or What it
too boo on skis).

like

4--1.atest ski fashions written by
544’letY editor Ellen simile with
photo. Illustrations by Daily pitolog olio.. Mock.

that many members of the student body are not even aware that
SJS fields a team.
But the college is represented
on snow. The team is not a new
part of the local athletic picture.
but a lack of publicity and a less
than enviable record have kept
it from the publicity spotlight.
COACH OPTIMISTIC
Coach Nlings, in his third year
at the helm, isn’t especially boastful about the past performances
of his Spartan skiers. He is, however, optimistic about the future
of the sport at SJS. Although worried about the annualy small
turnout for his team, Professor
Mings comments that "the next
couple of years look good."
Despite its mediocre past, the
team will have one trophy to defend in competition this season.
It is here that acting enters the
pict ure.
Two years ago. the SJS team
won a trophy at the Nevada Winter Carnival for the best skit presented by a competing team. The
carnival is the highlight meet of
the season and combines sport
with social activity.
TROPHY WINNERS
The 1959 team, Coach Mings
points out, turned out to be more
proficient at acting than at ski-

ing. The result was that the Spartans were shut out of athletic
laurals at the affair but walked
propetual
away with a spitoon
trophyo for their dramatic efforts.
"We’re primarily interested in
skiers, not thespians," the Spartan mentor chided, but it was obvious that he would like to retain the trophy while raising the
quality of the SJS club.
The school has fielded what Professor Mings terms a "skeleton
squad" in the past, but he is
hopeful that enough aspirants will
turn out at this year’s training
camp to afford the Spartans a full
eight man squad.
NEW TEAM
With only one man returning
the
years team,
last
from
strength of this season’s unit is
still a mystery. The eight men
already signed up for the 1960-61
tryouts, to be held at Squaw
Vall,?y from Dec. 26-30, have all
had some racing experience so
the prospects of improvement are
good.
Principal opponents for the
Spartans are California, Chico
State, Nevada. Stanford, and Sierra College. Each sponsors a meet
during the season, with only SJS
failing to act as host.
Competition will be held at the

Br7s-.1,

In the world of the skier nothing is more beautiful than
four figures etching a single swath across unblemished
snowfields. The bowing of the four figures into the
valley below bear silent witness to the strength, grace
and beauty that is skiing.

finest facilities this season, with
two meets scheduled at Squaw
Valley, two at Sugar Bowl, one
at Mt. Shasta and one at Reno. A
San Jose State sponsored event,
San Jose State arranged last
weekend to co-sponsor a meet at
Squaw Valley along with Chico
state, Sierra college and Humboldt state. The tentative date for
the affair is Feb. 4, 5, and 6.
The meet will come as t he
third of the season, following the
northern California intercollegiate
invitational, sponsored by Sierra.
Jan. 13, 14. and 15 at Sugar Bowl.
The Stanford winter carnival is
the second match on the agenda
hut finals will probably prevent
the Spartan skiers from participating.
The , Nevada winter carnival,
Feb. 9, 10. 11 and 12 at Reno; the
Vanderbilt meet March 3, 4 and
5 at Sugar Bowl: and the meet
sponsored by Chico state, March
18 and 19 at Mt. Shasta round
out the schedule. SJS is still
hopeful of sponsoring a meet of
Its own at Heavenly Valley In
1962.
FOUR EVENTS
Meets consist of two Nordic
events, jumping and cross country, and two Alpine events, downhill and slalom. Women’s compe-

H

tition is held in conjunction with
men’s, and while there is currently no distaff team team at SJS,
Coach Mings would like to create
one if enough interest is shown.
Cal, Nevada, and Mills College all
have women’s units.
The school provides cross country and jumping skis and cross
country boots for members, and
this year has added new racing
parkas to the team’s equipment
supply.
CARNIVAL 1111:11LItilITS
The 1961 season will run from
mid-January to mid-March, with
the biggest event, the winter carnival, coming during semester
break. The meets are two, three
or four days long, with all expenses paid for team members.
The winter carnival is a four
day event which attracts teams
from the northwest and from the
Rocky Mountain regions, as well
as those engaged in area competition.
The squad is currently preparing for the season with workouts
in Spartan Stadium stressing ski
movement exercises and running.
Coach Mings emphasizes that
signups for the tryout camp are
by no means closed but that interested students should contact him
before Christmas vacation.

sk Equipment
Equpment Stresses
More Safety Comfort
By BOB SHEPARD
In strict adherence to the law
of supply and demand, ski equipment manufacturers have been
quick to satisfy the skiing public’s
constant demands for newer and
better ski pariphernalia.
This year’s improvements, as in
past years, have been largely
along the line of greater safety
and comfort with additional emphasis on durability.
Starting with the bottom item
in the ski rig, one of the newest
trends is toward metal skis. A
comparative newcomer to the
market, they have not been in
great supply during the past seasons. They are becoming more’
readily available, however, especially since their success in the
1960 Winter Olympics.

PRICE HIGHER
Metal skis are equal to the
standard wooden skis in the variety of flexibilities, weights and
skiing characteristics. Their great
durability, however, is reflected in
the comparatively high prices
which start at about $70.
Wooden skis, which are far
from outdated, are holding their,
own by coming out in models of
amazing strength. One new American line, for instance, includes a
ski model which is made of 88
hickory laminations and has a special base which can resist ax blows
without chipping or breaking.

Another newconliir to the ski
market is the plastic ski. A combination of fiberglass bound in
tough plastic and formed into a
shell of great strength is one of
the new ski models which holds
great promise. Another model also
uses flirt-glass, but in laminations
to give the "live aciion" of a wood
ski.
In the binding area, safety releases are the key improvements.
For the recreational skier, both
heel and toe bindings have been
designed to release in the case of
falls. The toe release bindings
have generally been accepted by
most skiers who are interested in
preventing broken legs in twisting
falls.

RELEASE TYPE NEWER
The release type heel bindings,
however, are newer innovations.
In the case of head -over -tip.; falls,
when a toe release does not help,
the heel release takes the strain
off the Achilles tendon and saves
the skier for another day.
Both types of bindings, while
they release in emergencies, have
generally been perfected to a point
where they hold during rough ski.
ing.
Since the appearance of the
double boot la boot within a boot)
there have been only slight innovations in this area. This is duo
to the restrictions imposed by the
(Continued on Page 2)
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’Ponderer’ Ponders Bap-dismal Ski Outing
A
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"I love to go a pondering.
Along the ,,,,, ’infant track.
And as I go, I laugh and sing.
And fall right on my back."

The wind blew cold around
me. In the distance the trees
danced in guests to its tune.
Sounds of rollicking skiers fib

Rope -Tow

Ponderer exhibits flawless balance on
rope tow, which he is ridingnot up,
down. He threw tow gear in reverse after experiencing sudden acrophobia.

tered through the clear air. and
the volumnous mirth seemed
astride each arrow of sunlight
which ricocheted off the glimmering valley floor.
I cinched by boot straps for the
last time, and ruddy hands gripped
tighter the gleaming, aluminum
ski poles. I was ready!
Confidentally. I plunked the
left ski forward: then. the right

slat slapped the at ens lee trIle more
step I was off Squaw Valley’s
plush lodge porch, chugging toward the rope tow.
The tow probably is less than
100 yards away. But to a novice
skier who hardly can walk on
level ground, much less zoom
down a hill, it seems an insurmountable distance. As I scanned
the well packed -and well stacked
valley, I knew how an Olympic
-,kier feels when he snatches a
mal, hopeful look at the beckondig jaws of a giant slalom course
below.
Only once did I tumble as the
gap between me and the tow laboriously lessened. While I lay
ingloriously sprawled, I suddenly
beheld the eyes of the sweetest
little, old lady I have ever seen.
Dressed stunningly in a coal-black
ski outfit, she helped me regain
a vertical pose, explaining that as
the grandmother of a back -sliding
Boy Scout 13 days behind in good
deeds, she felt compelled to compensate for the child’s failings.
WATCHED CLOUD CLUSTERS
It seemed an endless span in
time before I felt the speeding
rope whippet through my gradually tightening fists. After about
two yards of desperately hanging
on. someone behind me grasped
the line, forcing it to slacken.
Naturally, the remainder of my
upward trip passed as I admired
the cloud clusters, which despite
a rather ,e..linary shape, were my

SKI TEAM TRYOUTS

captive subjects due to the unorthodox climbing position, I involuntarily assumed.
Having gained the stir:unit in
excellent order, excepting for a
pair of thoroughly snow-filled
boots, I sought to admire the
grandeur of the ubiquitous peaks.
Admittedly, I could not locate a
single crest due to my lowly topographical station II forgot to
mention I was on "Papoose" hill,
she-era exhibited proved interest whose casual 200-yard slope is
considered by most skiers to be
less than unconquerable), but

Kick-Turn

Ponderer kicks another skierGeoree
Turnto secure leverage.
watching the faultless form some
ing.
Alas! Incessant perusal awakened latent psychological dilemmas within me. I knew I could
not descend the hill on skis.

Many Local
Recreational
Opportunities

, einahs, 1,, make it
snow country this vacation have
plenty of local opportunities for
cold or wet -weather recreation.
The closest similation of winter
sports can be found at the Bel Arena Ice Rink at 815 Old County rd.. Belmont. Beyond this, Su iris’s-Whitney’s at Seal Rock, in
San Francisco is one of the few
Ice rinks on the peninsula.
However, for those with good
imaginations, three San Jose roller
lie skating rinks may provide winter
recreation: Rollerland, 1066 The
Alameda; Skate Arena Roller
Rink, 1525 Almaden rd.; and
a Trader Lew’s, 12860 S. First st.
Giving up altogether on winter
sports, the following facilities are
available for howling fans:
The Ann Darling Bowl at King
and McKee rds.; Bowlarium at
10150 S. White rd.; Bridgeman’s
Downtown Bowl at 375 W. Santa
Clara aves Fourth Street Bowl,
1441 N. 4th at.; Jose Bowl, 172 W.
Santa Clara St.
1VIel’s Palm Bowl, 1523 W. San
Carlos ave.: Santa Clara Bowl, 970
CHECKING OVER the trails and sii runs at Squaw Valley are SJS
Washington ave., Santa Clara:
ski team members (1-r) Mark Rocchio, Coach Turley Ming:, Al
Saratoga Lanes. 1.585 Saratoga
Henninger and Tim Ernst. Eight students have signed up for the
ave. at Pmspeet rd., Saratoga;
1960-61 team tryouts to be held at Squaw Valley Dec. 26 to 30.
Sherman Oaks Bowl, 920 San Jose Team members now are preparing for the coming season with ski
Los Gatos rd.; T. & M. club, 1026
movement exercises and cross-country practice in Spartan Sta’Franklin ave., Santa Clara: and
Valley Bowl, 220 W. Santa Clara.
dium. Interested students may sign up this week for the tryouts.

PeteKurekla

Using my unbounding ingenuity with mechanical apparatus, I
engineered the tow’s gears into
changing direction. Oblivious to
damning insults emitting from the
waiting crowd at the bottom of
the tow. I rode, majestically into
a barrage of snowballs. A group of
men formed battle formations resembling the compactly structured Roman legions, and charged
as
upward -- ski poles drawn
the snowball hail abated.
ALMOST GORED
Most assuredly, I would have
been gored repeatedly, had it not
been for SJS ski coach, Turley
Roy ("T. Roy") Mines, the gentleman with whom I had that most
(seenlightening conversation
quence above) upon our chance
meeting.
A daredevil skier who doubles
as a dare-student assistant professor of economics. Mr. Mings
knifed mercurially between the
avengilanty group and me. Quick
to catch the moment’s significance
I hopped on the back of his skis,

Photography
by
Jim Brock

and we whisked to safety, easily euvers of the kick turn: unfortunately, too late for the gentleman
outdistancing the men.
seen (in the drawing, second from
left) being forcibly detoured from
Snowplow
his course.
Having grasped the best method
of propulsion and direction, it was
now imperative that I master the
stop.
der-1’
SNOW Pl.oW
ISN’T A SNOWPLOW
Because of my vast and diverse
background in all fields, I knew a
snow plow, ostensibly, to be a ma ’(tine designed to remove snow. Of
course, when I suggested this deafnition to my companions, they
tripled over in laughter, imploring
Unable to master maneuver, Ponderer me to purchase the Burr-lift Engwas mistaken for abdominal snowman lish-skiing translating mime’.
by Hillary (not Endmured, Calvin).
Later that evening, I and a ski
Once my usual placid compo- team member were in the Lodge’s
sure returned. Professor Mines large, modern-furnished cafeteria.
and three SJS team skiers chap- The drawing below is his own
eroned me to the top of Squaw done after I subdued his over-bearthey developed with clairvoyancy ing effort to force attentions on
and succinctness, the delicacies my friends (also, shown below).
Whether I’ll trek the slopes ofand particulars of their sport.
I learned the mysterious man- ten heneofneiti I tb, tied knem

...

F0w.
and 5
ing I.
ma jet

One thing for sure: niore Le,
of experience is available to .
chap who does no skiing, but
divides his time betwen the e,
tail lounge and the coffee shop
Perhaps an occasional jaunt
on the veranda to view the Seel.
is in order. However, I’ve foul
too cold to be outdoors mue
especially this time of year.
There’s snow on the ground.

Sheing

Pondere and friends as seen by die.
from lodge’s rafters, where he lanch,
after Ponderer punctured his u.
with ski pole for trying ti tin-

At the Snow This Year Don’t Be Left
In the Cold; Here Are Ski Tips for Beginners
By JIMJANL\
Copy Editor
Ski fever is taking its toll
again.
It begins to take hold in the
hue summer months and early
fall. then spreads like the
plague when the first snow begins to fall.
Moans of distress, "Oh, how I
wish I could ski," come from innocent by-slanders bitten by the
ski -hug.
The only cure for the fever is
learning to ski.
Skiing, like any other sport, tr.
quires a great deal of practice.
Everyone can learn to ski well,
whether his aim is perfection, or
acquiring simple fundamentals for
skiing enjoyment.
A few tinters ran help the be-

Six Foot Tree
Easy To Make
NEW Yt.tfi.li I UPII Interested
in trying a dn-it-yourself Christmas decoration?
A colorful 6-foot Christmas tree
for the door isn’t too hard to
make with a couple of yards of
latex foam sheeting, some colored
plastic sheeting and some rubber
cement.
Cut a giant cone out of the latex foam sheeting VA feet high
and 2 feet wide at the base.
Tack it to the door, pointed
end up, as the "tree." Trim with
criss-crossed strips of gold ribbons cut from a sheet of plastic.’
GPM to the foam rubber’ with the
rubber cement and add a row of
gold bows or little gold balls.
Cut a graceful urn from the
gold plastic sheeting and tack in
place directly below the tree.

ginner get off the ground and on skis.
Once the "snowplow" is mashis way to conquering ski fever.
tered, the "snowplow turn" comes
STEP TURN
attempt at a
The first pointer is the "step easily. The first
turn." It affords a complete "snowplow turn" should be made
change of direction without the on fairly gentle slope. A depressskier moving from the spot. This ing in the terrain offers a good
accomplishing the turn.
is done by raising the tip of one aid In
Basically, the "snowplow turn"
ski off the ground and moving
the raised tip away from the other is made by shifting the weight ot
ski, keeping its tail in the snow. the body onto the ski which will
Then the tip of the ski is set take the lead and wind tip as the
down and the weight of the body "downhill" ski after the skier corn shifted to the ski just moved. The pletes the turn.
tip of the other ski is raised and
LEARN TO FALL
brought parallel with the first ski.
Any beginner is bound to fall a
the
"kick
Another maneuver is
few times on his first run down
diturntionisi
rec
itiusecirn.;0
eht
slope: Learning to fall the
Thisthoen-otphpose-sirtet
face
right way will save serious injury.
this
The skier can accomplish
by l The skier should fall relaxed and
placing the poles on the opposite , backward to one side, if possible,
side of the skis to the direction in using his hips as a shock absorber.
which he wishes to turn.
Getting up from a fall someThen he liftsthe outside ski times presents a problem. The
up and straight ahead, swinging easiest way is for the skier to
his foot around and placing it lie on his back, swing his skis
parallel to the other ski but facing up in the air and around so they
In the opposite direction. The final are in a paralleled position, at a
step is done by lifting the station- right angle to the slope and on the
ary ski and placing it beside the downhill side,
first ski.
By planting the skis firmly on
Walking on skis is a basic skill, the snow, the
poles ran be sed
The skier shouldn’t make this to push the skier
It
rip,
worse than it is. Actually, it
The skier should always fill the
just like normal walking except ,,skitzmark," or
hole whirl, is left
that the weight, of the body Ig ,; after falling. A
"skitzmark" can he
always kept on the forward ski.’ a serious problem for someone
SNOWPLOW
coming down the slope at a fast
The "snowplow" provides best pace.
control for coming down the slope
As a final pointer, the skier
at slow speed. This is accom- should avoid the necessity of hayplished by placing the skis in rl irig to correct the faults learned
V-shape, bringing the points al- through amateur or self-taught inmost together. The tails of the. struction. He should take arivanskis form the open end of the V. tage of ski lessons from proles The weight of the body is ex- clonal instructors.
They can he
erted evenly and outward on hoth !folind at every ski area.
skis, bringing the skis slightly rip 1 About the best advice tree’ a hes
on their inner edges.
!ginning skier comes from Franz
The "snowplow" can also he used , Kramer. champion skier and
for stopping by applying !newel author of "Ski the New
Way."
force on the inner edges set Slue, Ile :i-,, ’ Shim,, lloWli the slope

any old way in a petrifying
tion and then pull the - -1’.’"
. and you’ll f
break .
self skiing sooner than
Ski Heil!

Ski Material
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need for a certain anionic)of free,
dom for forward ankle bend and
complete lateral rigidity
One new idea, however, is
narrowing of the sole of some s,
boots to prevent the usual
lapping of boots on skis. One be
manufacturer has made the
the narrowest part of the env:,
boot.

ADDED WARMTH
Another boot manufacturer
the medium-priced field broil.:
nut
model with a quarter.,!..
piecea of marine plyvesseei
wiched into the sole fin
warmth and rigidity. A
anklet" also has been *wrier,’
prevent snow from creep!’
the inner boot.
Lightweight ski poles
threaten to replace the hew,:
standard poles because of the handling ease of the former. Tougher
the
alloys and tapered shafts are
key Ins the new II
er ski poles. l’he,
(iroPPed from between 13 and
ounces tee
rr twee it 9 and
"flees, and one manufactutre.
so confident that his ski pole
guaranteed for the life of the sk,e.’
I which presumably is a l,"’
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Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl

Donner Summit Boasts Deepest
Snow of Any Resort in State
By JIM JANSSEN
Diailiar Summit. one of
nia’s
most
frequented
winter
sports areas. Pius ides the deepest
snowfall of any ski resort in the
state.
The summit extends east from
Baxtee, on U.S. Highway 40, to
Truckee, and is visited by an estiii;..ted 220.000 skiers per season.
The altitude at the summit,
7,135 feet, assures a consistenly’
hiasy snow pack, generally with I
piano’ sraw surface, and provides
good skiing conditions from early1
winter through late spring.
Modern skiing began at lkinner
Summit when Lincoln Hutchinson,
of Berkeley, introduced the sport
to a group of friends after returnaig from a trip to Switzerland in
1913.
FIRST SKI LODGE
Huai, r later helped charter the,
:derra Ski club which bunt the;
..irst ski lodge in the state at Nor-1
len,
Expansion of skiing facilities
ontinued
rapidly until
World
War II. In 1933 one of the first skil
hots ill California was built by,
the Auburn Ski club at Baxter.

Four SJS studentsJohn Columbero, Pat Kelleher, Teddie Grindle

and Skip Gillchose the Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl as a "retreat" during last year’s semester break. Seen in the background is the
majestic Green Butte and the Mt. Shasta lift line.

Shasta Ski Bowl Called
’American Switzerland’
DAN Pt.’11
miles
here. in:
An,
the heart of the Shasta Cascade
mountains. is the "Switzerland of
America," Mt. Shasta Ski Bowl.’
Fourteen miles northeast of the
city it Mt. Shasta, via the paved
liveriti Memorial highway, the ski
bowl rises 9,338 feet on the smith ,
slopes of Mt. Shasta.

lope low,
$2.25.
The ski howl maintain.; restaorant and motel-hotel immure.
lions. For one person with
filched bath, the rate is $6 lie,
day. With three
more persons HI
a room, the ra.e per day is $4 each
OTHER 710VSIN0
Other
and restau
rant facilities can be found m
Boasting a double chair lift MOunt Shasta city. dunsmuir
Weed.
6050 feet long and two rope 11/WS.
For expert skiers. Nonwakiton
the bowl can accommodate the
beginning. intermediate and ex-, glacier affords skiing the year
pert skier. A full time ski patrol’ around, although almost inaccessible to the casual skiers.
is available to assist skiers.
For touris,s there is the sight
Reached by Southern Pacific
trains, iii- by autos sia U.S. high- of the gushing hot and roll
bowl is open daily.
way 99 and state highway 89, Mt. springs. The ski
Nearby Snowman hill, eight
Shasta ski bowl also is within easy
miles east of Mt. Shasta, provides
distance of charter or private
slopes of ;Oman 4100
plane facilities at Mott Field. four inure gentle
feet elevation for beginning and
tildes south.
T-bar lift
intermediate skiers.
BEGINNER’S SCHOOL
and one rope tow aro, aaajlable.
limunners may visit a ski school
MT. LASSEN
well retains four instructors.:
Fifty miles to the south of tlie
Apeaking ri beginners, the ski Mt. Shasta area is Mt. Lassen
bowl also maintains a first aid. park. The Lassen area has a r), .ma
Minn.
lift 1200 feet long, two rope tows
Skis, pules, and boots are avail- and, slopes to neconunodate all
able for rented, but toboggans, ice types of skiers.
skates, sleds and saucers have to
The national park also boasts a
he furnished by the skiers them- certified ski school with one insebes.
steuctor and it full lime ski patrol.
Financially. skiers can (saint on
Mt. Lassen area is own weekthese rates when visiting the ski ends and hOlidayS and during
boul
ski, boots and poles, per school vacations. Skis and poles
111111,
chair!’’’
$5; an
n

Not Bad at Badger

The lodge is reached via thei the fiist public adelinss system "Magic Carpet," a tnree-quarterl broadcast music iiver the
mile aerial tramway from the, slopes.
parking lot on Highway 40.
The runs at Deemer Ski raniai
Runs from the top of Sugar pros ide skiing for td1 classes, (ruin,
Bowl’s Mt. Lincoln and Mt. Disney’ beginner to advanced. A 2,6011-foot
offer trails for all skiers freirn the double chair lift and one rope tow
expert to the beginner. A two-mile’ serve the slopes.
beginner’s trail runs from the.
peak of Mt. Disney to the bowl
floor.

COMPLETE SERVICE

The ski ranch also pros ides
equipment, rental ser%ica and ski
A 6.400-foot double chair lift I instruction. Complete meals and
servies Mt. Lincoln. while a 3.400 - ; snacks are available at the lodge.
foot double chair lift serves Mt. I Dormitory accommodations are
Disney.
available.
Soda Springs. located 12 mII
TOURS AVAILABLE
An immense touring terrain is west of Truckee, has ski rum
intertne,i,!.
available from the peak of Mt. the beginner and
Lincoln. Ski trips to American riv- I skier. A 2,600-foot double chaii
er country. Mt. Anderson, Squaw lift. 1.700-foot J -Bar, 2.rxxl-r,,,,t T.
peak and Donner lake can be Bar and one rope tow set’s,: th,
slopes.
made.
Motel-hotel risans dormitor
Two rope tows complete the lifts
land cabin accomnuala t ions an
at Sugar Bowl.
available nearby. Seven ski in
Several competitive. events are
:striattors are on hand and t’quip
held each year at the howl, inHnent recital service is prieddad
cluding the annual Silver Belt
e’omplete meals or snacks an
race which is followed by a tradi. sersed at the lodge.
tional baseball game on skiis.
Signal hill, at Norden, has ski
Complete meals and snacks are runs, served by. one rope tow. hr
available at the lodge. The resort the beginner and intermediatel
also provides equipment rental skier. Meals, equipment rentall
In 1950 the Auburn club sponservice and ski instruction. Motel- service and accommodations are
irs
hotel accommodations are avail-, not pi,vided. ski ins t roe t in is
in the west. The race, consisting
ssi,,a
I available.
I of m
country skiing and rifle
Donner Ski ranch, located at I
All resorts in the Donner Suit inarkinanship, was used as an’
l\ cot in l he 1960 Winter Olympics ’ nnnner Summit. installed one of mit area are open daily
4111Ik
The summit offers several
.
eellent
skiing areas,
Indian,.
Sugar Bowl, Soda Springs, Bic.
TUT Ski ranch and Signal Hill.
ISugar Bowl, located one aa
iinc-half miles east of Norden, ,s
one of the west’s oldest ski resorts. beir:,
ii, operation since

,

Need A Change of Scenery?
Sun Valley Is the Answer
For those who want a real
Three types of accommodations
change of scenery. and a corn- are available to the winter guest.
plete winter resort. Sun Valley, , For the budget minded or student
groups the chalet dormitories proIdaho is the place.
de comfortable four-bed rooms.
Located in southern Idaho, Sun
Valley can be reached by air, rail, ’rhe chalet was designed with
the skier in mind and is equipped
bus or private automobile.
Western Air Lines offers sev- with plenty : iloset space and
Is ’!’’..’’t’ boots
eral vacation plans to the Sun special iael.
Valley area. A typical three-day and polo

Fast Treatment
In Frostbite Cases
May Save in
.

round trip includes accommodalions at either the Sun Valley

III 1 I I I s,

11 Sit: I

;. NI Have Choice
f Two Near-By Areas

plc

II.APOPOIrt
I,eature Editor
It’s eit her the Dodge Ridge
area. approximately 150 miles
from San Jose, or Badger Pass in
Yosemite National Park, some 21:X1
miles from San Jose. for exciting
skiing pleasure in southeastern
e’entral California.

to rope tows the largest nomliir
in Northern California.. Ir jamp
hill and equipment rentals
Th, national forest also operates
daily and includes aecommodations
for 1300 hart miles front the ski
-slit antI 11aCi‘.
area. f’omplete me
are readily a,.ailable

TOBOGGANING AVAII.ABLE
Long Barn with an elevation of
Vail, feet feat tires iale laq/E, lo AV,
ski slime classes for beginners.
equipment rentals and tobogganing. It is imen weekends mid holidays and includes
Places
iind motel and cabin antonimodalams for yanith groups and :100
a.-.I Ii mists.

rents all types ot ski equipment.
111 nearby Yiisentile Valley. there
are eating places and motet, cabin
and dorm acoanotlation tor 1501,i

It

le.1,1; I. ss.
The Dodge Ridge area is made I
.1
up of Dodge Ridge itself, location, area
in southeastetit Central Ca
id the largest ski school in the’
tonna, ran be reached via
closLodge,
Barn
-00g
West. and I
Th,
1.10 et II
est California winter sports area
22 miles swill
Ii, the San Francisco Bay region.’
slope elevatitii.
Long !thin is 20 miles above
It offers the :ail cm:I:a:last a
t he last uric town of Sonora. and, variety of act is it ies. In :tddititan
I lodge Ridge, a national forest, is to four ’r-liar ski lifts, the area
it least another 20 miles from:
has an outdoor natural ice rink
Simian. Both are on State high - a ski school for liegninPrS and e
’say 108.
rnot,,,
pelts and special snots
And b4,111 are among the most ’ tours.
heavily patronized winter ski areas’
Badger Pass, a part of Yosemite
in the state.
National Park. Is iipets daily and

p,’". es.
111(’ Yosemite area ills offers :1
-mid-week ski special." which includes a etinibinalvm it meals,
10(11;1111.:, ski instriattion and use
of the toiyc at a reasonable lilanket rate. Yosemite wis the firsi
nitioduce sorb a IC ,
rause of its ...i.cvss fl
11co’n

Bislce Ridge, located :17 miles
east
Pineerest, is larger and
lodge or the Challenger inn at European plan ;ei aaitilde in
prices ranging from $33 for a both the Challenger inn and Hie more famous than 1.(111.4 1:111’11. In
Rho,
ski instruction. its
single room to $52 for a double Sun Valley lodge.
lalLtest of Os
room in the more expensive Sun
For any skiers interested in trav- Ski School is the
Valley Lodge.
eling to Sun Valley, the manage- kind in the WI.St. Tat. classes all*
;111, it .,,e,1
nos ice, C ent rt.! I ’aliforni t
The airline also offers a seven- ment suggests you ship your skis 1/11%.11!11 daily for children,
ArClirding to the handbook, the
hoot’s in ad- inierniediate and advanced skier,,. .1till
Ifill
flesh may appear flushed just be-I day plan with or without meals ahead at least 24
via railway expres%.
With sl"P" c’Vendin." "1" 66(11’ ili4hwi% 5:5 torI (lima
fore frost bite occurs but becomes which includes all sleeping ac- %,ance
Your skis will be held for you tn 765" ’vet’
Ills iocateit
Slide iligInaay
white or gray-yellow as the freed - commodations, unlimited use of
a. T-Itar ski lift. 1%%ii l’onia ski mile, ie.., 01
of ski in- in the Ski risen propi.,,
bite sets in. Pain may or may not ski tows and six days
01.,.
:titiiii-foot
double
chair
lift.
ski
storage.
guest’s
of
this
Cost
if
desired.
1741
instruction
lie present.
trip varies from $80 to $300, deWI1P11 rmstbite occurs, the area
pending upon accommodatioilshould be covered immediately
%yarded.
with a blanket or warm hand.
8 SKI LIFTS
"Take the victim to a warm room
Facilities include eight elisuri
and put the affected areas into
ally operated ski lifts suited to
warm water. Do not use hot watany type of skier. The Mt. Biddy
er, hot water bottles, or heating
,1 ;111(1 Poo_.110 Ski ,
"Cludrway to the stars," is
By FILED W.%LsTON
pads. Give the victim warm, nontiriety
slimmer 11th pri-1,..
in constant operation during the
World-famous as a
alcoholic, drinks."
winter. Lift tickets run $6 per playground. the Lake Talloe area experiencis iin the :Nevada side rim tsiuii
As soon as possible, the book day. $13 for three consecutive has nose’ established itself as a i,f the hike,
continues, the victim should lie days and $30 per week.
renter for winter sports by day
mown Rose offers a ’r-Bar and :it cs for1:i i icrti inkiin;l’a
.
r
n h’
t"l"
duicI:cta
ea
h
encouraged In exercise the area.
A 16.000 square fool Olympic ice
winter tutu Iuv might.
,,f fey
nihni:i ming Iil
11,i,i:g1ia,..h.Re
sii
partieularly feet or hands. Do not skating rink is also in operation
t’IrI’mthil.’tm’ iii? Ii II i-ltuuiu lilt t’
nib the area.
the year around along with two challenging slope:. for the expert etriir lifts Mat carry the skier
outdoor pools heated in the winter. and hunnie hills for beginners ill !ittei leeb into the
ItcI re,r should foltisi
Sierras. higher rain ely new ski a
, than :Illy 1.1-’1 resort in ihi. idea.
addition
other snow sports.
No 1o53i is open el;.
But y1/II d0I1.1 hine to be a
111:11-1 T’ oo41.01’1.:
nearb ’ii"*""""i
skirt- to enjoy the (lisp mountain
our anti breathtaking scenery that
are trademarks of the Tahoe area. Int’ nmsdil’T.
""
ri"’
at
miii
tilt 111
""tata."kken’ "fl t"e
aaS. %%as piisaed into the 1.ir- IcY. Stowe and Aspen.
11’ ,
A four-hour drive from the
1%1:1: ’1111.1 -5i
I .1 11 11 ‘1
1
n.
z
wen
on
ifighw,iy
western
lake
side
al
the
In making roam for internafront of U.S. ski resorts in com1936.
But with the coming of the pel it ion with such long-estab- tional stars of winter sport and sports Tahoe style within eiin- ’4‘1"aw Vall
,,
lit
ht. SlelTaN.
96i Winter Olympics. S q
s% lished name resorts as Sum Val’ 40.000 spectators per day, the re-’ venient reach
,
Tahoe s ki 1, sort almost overnight multiplied
ANIEIII(’.Us ’EUROPE’
s,,rts serse up "ski resort atmosiiself in a small city.
lhoorft.
I
o. fro a Frovoin.
On thi dant, to Echo summit phere- 1111110 5 ShoWl trip
Now in 1961 skiers can choose
llor I so Post OlTee Isepartto Tahoe.. the. first
gateway
Cal-Neva open the 1,111111-:
one of five double chair lifts. a:
ehangist the name of
now
major ski resort is The Edelweiss, arty, ity that goes sith %hes
141i110
Ponta lift, and rive rope tows for;
.10 :tree to
t lie saw,.
the Amerjean aer,ion of
SPil,
4;1111i/1111
their particular skiing skill.
01,114111 SIP11,1.
ous Etiropi tin S’,{1 art,
As a state park. Squaw Valley’
1.111111111.h.
1.1
1:1,i11111.,
V1.’401(11111.:
11111
iiffers accomodatkins to fit any
11111, 111Pre 4,111 .111111 S.11111,1,1
111,1’1’
,,deti
ihe
1,
1.1111e 1,111’
rsteke I les*.
herons.. Milit addressed
Im:11%..1 111
o
you
The mm41’11110( t can find dew,
1.. theist and mitt addressed for
lift 1,1 111.11, nln’iu, hi Iii,
ehair
I’ dge accomodations at $44 a day,
ihe ski aria got mike(’ 111).
lad most of us will be satisfied’
%ears of eonAfter
1111.111F
M111,
:11111
:1
1.1 slay in Olympic Village for a ..1()4r5S.;l.11
fusloit the splits% Valles subt
5
111’4110,
11’0
1111.1(11.1.11
:noiriest $4 a night i two to a
tle’s resitlent eintlitetest higher
Ski Ilaneh ofie:.: a
room,. Also at the village issithin
tit horities
U.s. Post
out the
the’ pimia lift in
the
slopesi
reasonablyearshot of
()ince chancesl the roans, of the
i?%s s. non,
fourn4:13.1....eili)
At,
N.itier.d
Park
Silvana
cstaltup
in
priced meals are served
sit,
lies a ski !cited
,\01
cafeteria style.
havue; the ’.11,11o, 11;111W. "1 ’0111, Is IS
area
th.
rAcKvir: DEAL
111,, "Y111111111" offer, .1 the
Frid:iy S1111111111.throtigh
Monday
A
al111
-Bar, ihree
y see.
111 it 11111.1’ 1,11.1,1 11(.
learnto
stssial is offered two T
.4111:41,1o, so Aston 11,1i,1 inn
hill,
sn
1.1
IS,
t. ettIt, .;1.1111
a ’isn’t at $89. This packagc
ffil’
1111.11 CW...11111,1
includes five -night areotnislations.
I
.
.1I. .1 1
.1
I
,
0111’;ii% illS 1.1.S. !’S
E
five dinners and breakfasiS, list’
1.11
n%.1!
1., Inn
’;I,
snot% his been
With its IL .. 1/11 hill.
all -day ski lessems and five days
ilvrilaial bit I us’
1 hears periail
Lake ’ratan. and its shoultlirs 1...1%11.11 111 .1
use of all tows.
.tee.,111.11..; 1,, a
In
reiet
\nil it
’his p.ick that
Facilities that put the resort reaching the 14000 foot level, Ileitt 1011.1 oh(ii 1.1,141111
Chili:1111.c. Tice is lo.
in the out -of -the -ordinary class CIlly \’alley combines lli. In,’i.halk s
lb,
by
Ca liforn
iated. a giant Sierra Fleiliissi.
l’,ibiu.110,1
re
ne
es
igiL.
01,151
with
the
als. Illy heated swimming pool,
tile Cosa:nil u i,, it Tree
St Ole Public Outdoor Perri atioit Plait
ski jumps, ice skating link and ing skiing in the Tahee area.
conwhen
one
indeed
story
Cinderella
is
a
It
a
on
high
from
Valley
Looking down on Squaw
Ibis
t
pesiple ti ore Cernmitter, the Ili oil says that
area - ltsren’l
-back
An
extensive
toboggan run.
siders the fact that Squaw Valley bid for the
hillside, it is little wonder that thousands of snow
bitcl of 957.363
I, ’rues 1:: ;1‘,1,, 11,1 a
A 200-mile jaunt up Highway served by n new double chair lift Sanger 310 oaho
Olympics simply for "publicity reasons."
Winter
wad
wend
winter
enthusiasts will flock to this
1.1,1
skier ,lass iittcniliteee
41) connecting with Highway 89 will make heavenly Valley itsitn .1,11111111V 0;o1’11 ( ’1111,1111a, anti rolo
Instead, it turned out to be one of the finest
during the nest few months. With few excer
!irate the 11:1
%%1111 aiipropriati 111;11 11\ 19811 2 083.757, skier dai s
;it Truckee will put y1111 ill illl’oot11- mon. popular to lite
skiing resort areas in the nation.
+ions, the skies remain fair, the snow stays fresh
aitendatiefi are expected.
service’s.
ate" skier.
skier,
parable Squaw Valley.
sand above all, the skiing is usually excellent.
Immediate treatment id frostbite with warmth is essential to
, prevent tissue damage says a
handissik of first aid recently published by the Reader’s Digest.

Lake Tahoe Presents Skiing,
Gambling, Breathtaking Scenes

Squaw Valley Offers Skiing, Skating, Tobogganing

i,. mkt.

Post Office Ends
Name Confusion

Nation’s Christmas rneil
Tree located
At Sequoia Park

Winter Facilities
To Double by 1980
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A SKI CLUB LINEUP

Nine Pointers
HowCaroling
Can Be Easy

People I
I NEW YORK t’Pli
! whose year-around musical aptitude would be sub-normal even
I for a crow with laryngitis suddenly feel copable of outsingIng the
nightlneale during the Christmas,
’ season.
But that’s to be weleornNi rather than regretted, according to’
choral director Norman Lulxiff.,
HoweNer, he added, a lot of prom- :
king musical flights never get off ,
the ground because they fail to!
follow a few simple rules.
Luisa who is chilling his Nor-1
Luboff Omit: for a radio!
-i’llristmas Sing With Bing I Croshyi" Christmas Eve on CBS ra- I
I diis 7:10-7:55 p.m. EST I, offered
I.--’’’’:
nine basic hints on how to get the ,
out of Christmas caroling:
.....
, 7
Make sure you know the.
.7
iwads and music of the songs you
. are going to sing. Choose them in
advance, if possible. Use sheet
music or, at least, have the words
available in some printed or typewritten form.
- Pick the musically simple and
generally familiar ’quote Fourteenth Century Carpathian carols
are fine for professional concert
By ANN PHILLIes.
lodgings. For a reduced lump groups, but your friends at the
party will be a lot happier with
Although the nearest snow is sum, a member gets transporta"Silent Night" and "Deck the
200 miles distant, the Ski club tion, lodgings and meats.
Halls."
here always manages to keep the
HOW TO SAVE MONEY
- Without getting too formal
calendar full of winter sports ac"If you go only two trips, you’ve about it, have somebody lead the
tivities.
already saved money," exhorts Dr. singing. He doesn’t have to be a
For people whose skis seem to Pisano, quoting the $5 yearly dues.
Toscanini. Even if he just waves
want to go down both sides of
Membership of the club is at his arms rhythmically, it will help
a hill at once, a dry ski school
present approximately 140 stu- keep the singers together.
is being held on Jan. 10. The club
students and faculty. In the past
--If there’s a musical instruis renting skis and poles to give
it has gone as high as 400.
ment handy, a piano, a guitar or
beginners the "feel" of actually
An ordinary year’s calendar in- one of , those simple new chord orbeing on the slats.
gans, so much the better, but sucThe following weekend, Jan. 13- cludes three trips to ski resorts.
cessful and soul satisfying singing
15, a busload of skiers will take several skating trips and a ski.
can be done without these.
off for Heavenly Valley ski re- fashion show (which was held last ,
- In singing, enunciate clearly.
sort. Signups are being taken in weekt.
The 1960-61 ski trips will be to If you’re not much of a singer,
Student Affairs business office
Heavenly Valley, Badger Pass in just speak the words, in tune and
TH16.
Yosemite and Soda Springs. On in time, with the other singers.
CLUB OBJECTIVES
You will thus be contributing what
The club was formed j us t be- official club excursions transporta- you should, without contributing
fore World War II. Dr. Rocci G. tion is by bus only.
noises that you shouldn’t. The
BE SOCIABLE:"
Pisano joined the club in 1946
comic strip artist whose charac"This is a social club," accord- ters sing "don’t we know archaic
and became advisor in 1947. Mr.
Stan Bohne and Dr. Ken Hutton ing to Dr. Pisano, "and the bus barrel" instead of "don we now
vere later invited by Dr. Pisano trips promote friendships and a our gay apparel" isn’t really exagto advise with him, since he spirit of togetherness."
gerating much about some people’s
He warned that the club h as carelessness with the words of facouldn’t go on every trip. Dr.
Pisan,. an assistant professor of only one restriction on member- miliar songs.
3.ology. leads the marine biology ship. "Undesirables" are not wet-- If some of the words escape
trip to Mrxico every spring.
cc.me. The con.stitution of the Ski you, keep singing, unless you’ve
"The objectives of the club" club was drastically revised during lorgotten the tune. In that case,
states Dr. Pisano, "are to foster a period just after the war, with don’t fight it. Just wait for the
skiing, encourage safe and sane a by-law eliminating undesirables next song and get on board again.
skiing and teach skiing. For that a specific design.
- As a member of the singing
The Ski club does encourage group, don’t try to prove anything.
rerson we always welcome begin members who have cars to form If you can hear yourself, you’re
The club is a boon to students weekend car pools- and travel to singing too loud. If you can’t hear
who would like to ski but lack the Sierras for a few hours of , the others. maybe you’ve had too
oo,nsis.rtation or money for single,
ne ell eggnog. If you’re singing a ;

Near Or Far, Ski Club
Is Always On The Go

Tobogganing:

The ’Sit -Down’ Sport
I 1k
SiopeS for 1,,O,44an,
MATIONS
ft
WILL KEEN ER
Si.,: r
:
American variaOne sport often overlooked by those used by skiers.
Most often they are just as tions loan totssgganing. are called
winter snow enthusiasts is that of
steep, but freer from obstacles the flying saucer or bottle calm,
tobogganing.
The not-so -popular sport ap- ! such as trees, rocks and slightI and the sled, which is pictured
pears almost completely over- jumps. This results from the fact on millions of Christmas cards
looked when compared to skiing that it is quite difficult to guide’ each year.
The flying saucer is a simpk.
among students at SJS, but as the traditional toboggan.
disc with little to hold onto exone student put it." It certainle
RUN IS SHORTER
has one distinct advantage.
One other difference quickly no- cept the sides. The most familiar
example of a bottle cap sign com"I can START down the slope ticed is the length of the tobog-i
monly used to advertise a soft
sitting down, and be half-way as- gan run, which is considerably;
drink.
sured of being in that position: shorter than the ski trails. This I
"Its methods of steering are
when I get to the bottom of the’ undoubtedly reflects to the point I
simple - there aren’t any." the
hill. But with skiing, well, that’s that a tobogganist must drag his
tobogganist told. "You just have I
sort of an unluckily hit or for- equipment up the hill on foot:
to hang on and ride it out, oftenI
while the skier can ride a lift
tunately miss situation."
in a round-about way."
Totsigganing began several or slide uphill by hanging onto a
The sled, however, does have!
circulating
rope.
years ago as an offspring to the
a method of steering. "It is quite
dog sleds still being used in many’ "A good fresh snowfall is good’ a bit smaller than a toboggan and I
parts of the world. It is not for tobogganing as well as for it slides tin two metal runners.
knisso just where it originated. skiing," the tobogganist, who ehich can he turned somewhat
but a good bet %wild be in the wished to remain anonymous. said by tinning a pair of handles at
t-icantlinavian countrit s or its Salt. ’Things may be a little slovi- aut the front of the sled.
cool at first, but after a few’ runs
/t land.
SITTING DOWN
have been made, the snow makes., "On the sled the rider rn o t ,
PLANKED narrows
That’s
when
the.
back.
icy
a
good
Ones major change, however, is
often rides on his stomach, wherethat toboggans almost invariably tobogganing gets to he good. The as the tobogganer rides Mtn’s.
is
snow
slopes
get
fast
and
the
have full, plankrd bottoms wheredovvii. The slesider can ride sitas dog sleds generally operate on still not too hard for those of us titio op, but that makes it too
inevitable
sometimes
the
who
find
metal runners.
easy for the small sled to overMost toboggans are between 3 spill.
turn."
"Sometimes the toboggan will
and 8 feet in lenoth. 2 feet w:de.
A less’ spots to go tdbagganing
and are made from planks of oak get up to speesis of 40 or more within a short driving distance
or pine wood. They are eurved at m.p.h.." the tobogganer said. "And from San Jose include the Snow
the front and have a rope lead- there are just about two ways to Bowl. the Little Sweden and a
one is to ride it to the few slopes around Lxidge Ride in
ing from the curl to about the slop it
bottom and the other is to turn it the Sierra mountains east of Sohalf way point of the toboggan.
The 6-foot toboggan is prob- over, anti that isn’t too healthy. nora. To the nor thee st one
ably the most popular one for
"Probably the most dangerous might try around the site of the
winter snow -goers who like the, thing a person can do though, isi 1960 Winter Olympics in Squaw
icy speeds but prefer toboggan- I to ride with his foot pushing or Valley, while southeast of here,
ing to skiing. "This is account- dragging in the snow in an at- a popular region is near Badger
able," says one local sports equip- tempt to keep down the speed of Pass.
ment dealer, "to the many double the toboggan," he said. "About
Toboggans may be rented in
deters who head fsr the snow , nine out of 10 toboggan accidents several local sports shops by the
countr.v each weekend. The 6 -foot are conked by riders catching their day or weekend, or else they can
tolviegan is ideal for four per. feet on a rock or log beneath the he rented at various places in the
sons."
snow countries.
snow "
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New Ski Items: Scamp Caps, Knickers
Fashionable Skiers

Fur Flying Hot Heads Top Snow Parade;
Imported Knitwear Named Ski Favorites
By ELLEN SHULTE
SOCIETY EDITOR
Hot heads will be brightening
the ski slopes. Hot heads, alias
fur flyers, are new whimisical fur
hats that are making big news
this season.
The furry chapeaux of fox and
New ski clothing styles and dyed lamb range in shades of tan,

DESIGNED FOR STYLE and comfort are the clothes displayed
by these four ski enthusiasts. From left to right are March Dally,
Judy French, Mike Binn and Sue Barry.

Special Language Needed
For Would -Be Skiers
An arm’s-length of sporty jar- side of a turn.
Parallel TurnSkis
gon sets the skiers apart from
the uninitiated. Some of the collected ’lingo" popular to the sport
has grown up with it and is standard. Other terms seem to be products of lively imagination:
Bathtub- A large hole in the
snow resulting troin a spill and
left unfilled by an incosiderate
skier. Also called a "Sitzmark."
ChristieShortened term to describe a Christiania turn, developed by skiers of Christiania, Norway.
Downhill Direction in which
the skis lie on a slope, such as
downhill ski, or a downhill race.
EggbeaterA spill on a steep
slope where the skier goes end
over end. Not so prevalent today
with modern safety bindings.
Fail Line- The shortest straight
line from the ski to the bottom of
the slope.
A method of
Herringbone
climbing uphill with the skis at
an angle, named for the ski pattern left in the snow.
Kick Turn- Used to change direction, on the level, climbing or
traversing. One ski is raised upright and then turned in direction
wanted, other ski is then swung
parallel to it.
Lift- Applying to chair lifts
where the skier is raised off the
ground and transported to the
higher elevations in contrast to
tows or pulls which tow or pull a
skier uphill.
Lower Ski -- The ski on the
downhill side.
Open ChristianiaA fast turn
starting with a partial stem.
Outside ski The ski on the out -

are held
parallel throughout the turn.
The perParallel Christhinia
fected christie used by experts.
A pure christie when done in a
short radius, the tempo Wen when
done in long sweeping arcs across
the fall line.
Perma Litt - Shortened and
named for the manufacturer. A
device where a disc or platter is
placed betwen the legs in contrast to a bar, upon which the
skier rests while being pulled up-

hill.
Sitzmark-- See bathtub.
Ski Heil! The greatest of salutes to skiers, a toast.
Slalom -- A downhill race between gates marked off by flags
against time.
SnowplowThe fundamental position of stemming with both skis
thrust out at an angle, tips meet -1
ing, pressure on tail of skis.
Snowplow Turn --Also stem turn.
One ski is weighted for direction
in which turn is to be made and
stem position is held throughout
the turn.
Stem --Either one or both skis
are pushed out of the tail ends.
Stern Christie -- A fast tur
starting from a partial stem pt..

colors may increase the excitement of snow trips, but skiers
substitute style for comfort
ill be substituting sorrow for
In,
Many items are rated high in
appearance, but are rated low for
warmth. A boon to snow enthu,iasts, therefore, is a new attractive liner, which is actually an
insulated fabric, to wear under
sweaters, shirts or parkas to keep
out the cold, wind and dampness.
Knit caps in a variety of colors
:ire available for skiers plagued
cold ears. Simple ear bands
.lay be obtained by snow-bound
people who dislike the bulkier
head gear.
PROTCTIVE GLOVES

"Mantifacturets are not forgetIng cold hands. The warmth of
./iion and pile linings have been
-oupled with reinforced areas of
loves for greater hand protection. Glove-nit styles, featuring
just three short fingers, are recommended for warmth and better pole grip. Wool mittens have
not been abandoned, but many
skiers are turning to leather mittens with elastir cuffs.
Elasticized cuffs are also recommended for the sleeves of parkas. Wool cuffs tend to become
uncomfortably damp, according to
experienced skiers.
Heavy wool socks also are in
the not -to-be-forgotten category.
These sacks provide added
warmth plus a cushioning effect.
The most comfortable or stylish
socks, however, will not compensate for ill-fitting boots.
EYE PROTECTION
Plastic lenses are used for eye
protection, Goggles with interchangeable lenses now allow skiers to adapt to changing weather
and lighting conditions. Green
lenses are suggested for bright
sun and strong glare; amber is
the color for cloudy or foggy conditions. Colorless lenses aLso are
available.
Anti -sunburn lotions and "long johns" are two others in the neees.sary equipment column.
.1tist a few minutes of prepararan save hours discomfort

Toi0i)
means nu
dominant I!

IMPORTED SWEATERS
Imported bulky sweaters from

Austria,
Holland,
Switzerland.
Germany and Scandinavia have
been ettrly sellers in San Jose ski
shops. The knitwear, imported or
domestic, is in bright patterns and
bold designs and colors.
Slit necks, revived turtle necks,
red, beige, white and the vibrant pull-overs and cardigans with antones of blue, green and yellow. tique buttons lead the sweater paScamp caps also add a bright rade. Many of the multicolored
touch with their contrasting sweaters are accompanied by
stripes on cuffs and top points. matching knit hats. Hooded sweatMade of warm wool in double ers have all but vanished from the
fabric, the scamps are topped snow scene.
with furry pompons.
Longer length parkas add to
To keep up with the demands of the high altitude elegance of the
several outfits in different colors, waterproof corduroys treated in
local merchants. have stocked ski bright, bold checks that reverse to
clothes in more than 67 shades, nylon fabric in solid colors.
with purple, wine and other vintIcy blasts and chilly winds will
age colors especially popular.
have a hard time penetrating the
down-filled quilted parkas which
now come in reversible styles and
printed fabrics. Hoods that fold
PhonySnow
into a collar are featured with
many of the parkas. These rugged,
warm jackets are featherlight;
many
any. are completely wash ’1
111,14’ y,,,,
SfloW for west’.
that big ski weekend, don’t dance
KNICKERS FOR PROS
"Knickers" distinguish the proand pi-ay to the weather god in
charge of snow. Look for the fessionaLs from the novice, most
phony snow men instead.
of the local merchants say. These
Some Eastern resorts are beat- pedalpusher-length pants, accoming Mother Nature to the punch- - panied by knee-length wool stockor at least to the skiers’ pocket- ings, usually are worn by more advanced skiers who don’t mind
books.
They’re using man-made snow calling attention to themselves
to prolong the skiing period or and their skiing ability.
Stretch musts in gay colors are
introduce it early in the season a
boon to both the skiers and the being worn by most ski enthu.siasts. The wool styles of last year
resort owners.
A snowmaking apparatus, which however, are not considered tab,
Coeds who do most of then
must be used when the temperature is below freezing, will make exercising in front of a lodge
"Imitation snow" good enough to fireplace buy slim tapered pants,
build a snowman as well as to ski. lightweight jersey tops or cardiThe snowmaking appartus forces gans to be worn over long-sleeved
compressed air through a pipeline, sports blouses patterned in ski
and water through another pipe designs.
After-ski boots no longer are
running parallel to the first. Both
pipes are joined by a single spray- confined to the black and brown
ing nozzle, forming a giant atom- shades of previous years. The
fleece-lined foot wear come in
izer.
As the water from one pipe is wear come in many colors includhit by the compressed air from ing tan, beige, avacodo and red.
Soft fur slippers, some of them
the other, a spray is formed at the
nozzle which turns to snow the seal, replace the ski boots with
Instant it hits the atmosphere.
many coeds.

Good Skiing
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DONNING NEW PARKA is Ski club member Dana Bill.ngsbHis 100% imported wool sweater tops bright blue stretch pa,.
Assisting Billingsley is Margaret Lewis, who is wearing v,nta
shades of pink and plum.

B

eware: Snow Can Cause
Very Painful Blindness

Fort line t ely, the a% ge
By BEK BotESIEB,
On a sunshiny day in the moun- wearing bad sunglasses or
tains, the snow can blind, and it at all gets off with a Iota,:

can blind in such an incredibly
bloodshot eyeballs anti :I it
painful way that no one who has
ever fallen victim will willingly haze across his vision.
run the risk again.
LONG OR SHORT
The, blindness may last
Imagine lying on your back,
opening your eyes wide and having few hours or it ma3 Means
someone ladle a teaspoon of sand you for four or five days.
into each eye - and have it reOnce you get it, almost It
main for 24 hours - and you can. be done to produce
would have a very accurate idea
relief. Every concei
of what it feels like to be snow
should he made t.i
blind.
scratching or other pitysica
It, the eye or lid.
There are ways to itre..,1
blindness, of course. The
fective way is to %%ear it
pair of sunglasses or ;
which will eliminate all t hi
violet light.

Set For A Downhill Run?

GOOD II:
The darknea,
tio beating on to
filter out ultraviol,
pair of glasses, tit,
I much larger than is
I and fit fairly close to the
A good pair of suit show the texture and
the snow. They will
and, if you wear the.
on the slopes, you It
as old the perils or

Modern Trail Blazers

Christmas Mail
Expected to Top
6 Billion Pieces
By PATRICK YOI

\l.

United Press International
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
U.S. Post Office Department is up
to its red -white -and -blue garters
in the biggest Christmas mail
rush in history.
It expects to handle between 6
:Ind 7 billion Christmas cards, let ’i’s and packages during the
month of December.
Postal officials also expect an
increase in overseas mailings. During the last two months of 1959,
Americans sent about 1.5 billion
pounds of letters and more than
25.5 million pounds of parcel post

HERE IS SKIER’S view looking down the slopes
near the Soda Springs area. Located 12 miles
west of Truckee, Soda Springs boasts a large
ski school retaining 7 ski instructors and other
modern facilities. Running up the slopes, are
a 2,600-foot double chair lift, 1,700-foot J-bar,

2,000 -foot T -bar arid one rope tow. A mod .; n
nearby lodge features complete meals or quick
snacks for hungry skiers. The lodge, and other
close living quarters, claims motel -hotel rooms
and dormitories. There are also cabins for
those who prefer rustic accommodation.
-

Heading For The High Areas

abroad by ship.

GOING UP to the top of Dodge Ridge are just a few of the
several hundred skiers who flock to the Ridge every weekend
during the snow season. Beneath the lift can be seen ski trails
which are being formed in the fresh snow. Going down on the
lift is a couple which had been to the top just for the thrill of
viewing the snow-capped mountain range as well as much of the
San Joaquin valley.

An
additional
1.25
million
pounds of Christmas cards and
tters were airlifted overseas ,
,Iong, with some 350,000 pounds
iif parcel post in the final month
.f 1959.
Handling the Yuletide deluge
a ill require about 2500)0
tiontil postal employes scattered
in-s the nation.
facilitate Christmas mail;lig, the department has installed
..!amp vendin-g machines in many
Post office lobbies. Here in the flit ’ion’s capital, the post office is
experimenting with a dollar bill
A-tonging machine along with its
stamp dispensers. The machine
"reads" one and five dollar bills.
rhecks for counterfeit or foreign
,nrrency, and returns change.
Neither rain, nor sleet, nor
snow, so the saying goes, keeps
the mailman from his appointed
rounds and this means modernday mail carriers will be using
everything from airplanes to a
dog sled to deliver the Christmas

mail.

A warm winter sun

,i:1111;

white mweder snow is a love
sight
and can prodoro a s
burn to make the wit, st he

Wcar sunglasses or roi:Jes Is)
avoid burning eyes. Pr deel IM
lips because snow burn ean nst
duce huge blisters on the liPe
Tacker than anywhere.
Frostbite or just plain cold
feet, or hands, can be avoided
/iressing warmly, wearing heal
Broken limbs and casts sell
to be an occupational hazard
they can he avoided by stay
on the slopes you km

handlein
vah
Don’t

vanced skiers. The rope tow can carry beginning and intermediate skiers to the snowy
slopes, while the more advanced can cross the
highway to the double chair lift. Just beyond
The Edelweiss is the Sierra Ski Ranch which
offers a half-mile ride on the Poma lift and
4 rope tows.
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EXPERT SKIERS head up the Edelweiss double
chair lift to the high slopes. The Edelweiss, an
American version of the well known European
ski area, is easily reached. If you are driving
toward Echo Summit, the first major ski resort
is The Edelweiss. Here there are accommodations for the beginning, intermediate and ad-

at ten

Tea

tion.
Track -- A signal similar
"fore" in golf, to clear the trio
for a shuss, familiar in the day ,
of uncontrolled skiing, used for
passing in cross-country racing.
TraverseAscending or descending a slope on a diagonal to the
straight down or straight up fall
line.
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AsiaChanges
Yule Spirit
Just a Little
-Chriti tin as
ToKYti
moms many things to the pre-.
0,!15inantly non-Christian nations
ot Asia.
pi the Catholic Philippines,
Christmas is celebrated with all
In Budits religiaUg significance.
dhist Japan, it Is a time for a
rid.roaring night on the town.
In Pakistan, it coincides with
the birthday
the celebration of
founder. In Nanation’s
the
of
tionalist China, it’s a day of friend-

’911.111

H
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(EDITON’s NOTE: The following diapatch on taking Chistmas movies at home was written for l’Pl by Bob Knight, an
authority on amateur
he
making and author of several
books oil the subject.
lab ROO KNIGHT
(Written for
Good old Santa ’nay be due to
be astonished this Christmas when
he pops out before the nation’s
ma nt lepieces.
For in many a home there may
be a click, a sudden flood of bright
light and the purr of the movie
cameras with which millions of
Americans keep the records of every worthwhile family activity.
- ---------

Is

es

.

II

Hours and probably days before
this, however, more and more parents of more and more children
will be busy capturing the pre-holiday aspects of the Christmas season. Many of the movies they’ll
shoot will start off with the selection of the Christmas tree itself at
a nearby shopping center, with
later close-ups of hands wrapping
presents and stowing them away
on well-guarded closet shelves,
with glimpses of pudding or pie
or candy-making in fragrant kitchens.
On Christmas Eve, almost certainly, other movies will be taken
of small and solemn countenances
bent over ungrammatical notes

penciled to Santa and stuffed Into
stockings. There’ll be shots, too, of
slipper& feet reluctantly climbing
stairs, other shots of angelic faces,
heavy-eyed yet fighting sleep. as
Mom tucks them into bed.
Next, in many of these movie!
diaries, well see views of hands!
stringing lights and placing ornaments on a fir or pine. Then one
of the fully decorated tree. And
then, briefly, nothing but a period
of movie darkness born of a purposely inserted length of blank
film to spell out the hours between
midnight and morning.
Most of these movies, taken
with little cameras that are as
easy to use and just about as easy

Back home ;wain, the movies I time as an honest-to-goudnesa
to buy as the simplest of snapshot
cameras, will be shown as silent are "pre-viewed ’ by means of pro- sound movie.
movies. Othersand in ever-in- ’ jector and screen to see where
Let’s say that the Christmas
creasing numbers -will later be voice or music or sound effects movie about which we’ve been
enjoyed as sound movies. Though might be .idded. Tla tilin’s then! talking is actually to be a sound
taken by these same simple cam- rewound, readied to ran anew and movie. What better background,
eras, they’ll be transformed by the sound then ltilted to the mag- then, for the reel’s earlier scenes
means of new and amazingly inex- net ic stripping via the same pro- than a favorite Christmas melody,
, jector that shows the film!
!playing behind the glimpses of the
pensive home-movie projectors
to films of the very finest sound! As the action to lae described pie-Christmas-preparations?
appears on the screen. voices are
qualities.
Making movies is just like makSound movies- -on moderately spoken into the projector’s micro- ing snaps - only it’s still easier bepriced 16mm film. or on snapshot - phone inn thereby recorded. Music cause movie cameras thrive on the
priced 8mm filmare taken just . and sound effects all.
very action which, when snapas are all home movies. After pro- dovetailed through a phono-adap- shooting, sometimes prompts you
cessing, they’re assembled onto a’ ter input. with the pictures they to cry’, "Hold d.- You don’t want
larger reel, and the reel is sent enhance Anti as soon as the re- . anyone or anything to "hold it"
when youre
’ holding a movie camto a lattoratory for edge-coatim cording nin is finislwd the reel isia
.s
1.. 1,-orojt,ct
hot this
oxide.
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The Republic of Korea sees
Christmas most clearly in the
American tradition. Thousands to
11.S. servicemen stationed in Ko.
reit attend church services, ex change presents, eat the traditional huge Christmas dinner and
hold parties at the numerous orphanages throughout the nation.
Filipinos start off the Christmas
season early on Dec. 16 when they
rise early and attend the first of
a nine -day series of Masses called
"Mimi de Gallo." It is climaxed
by midnight Mass Christmas Eve
and ends Jan. 6, the day the Three
Magi visited Jesus in the mange’
and brought their precious gifts
A gold, myrrh and frankincense.
After the ninth day Mass, there
Lc a reunion of all members of the
family over a sumptuous table
laden with fruits, roast pig and
other delicacies in what is known
as "nia,he buena."
In some towns near Manila, an
old custom is kept alive. It is
called "panunuluyan," or the
search for shelter. It depicts the
search tor shelter by Mary and
Joseph in the town of Bethlehem
the night Jesus was born.
A Filipino man and woman
dressed like the holy couple go
around town knocking vainly from
door hi door while a crowd gathers around. The procession ends
, when the couple is received at the
church where the nativity scene
’is re-enacted.
The atmosphere is completely
different in Japan. The most important holiday of the year for
Japanese is New Year’s Day. In
contrast to western New Year’s
celehiations. Japan is Quiet Jan.
I. It is a time to visit relatives
and exchange gifts. It is not a
time for rousing celebrations.
The Japanese make up for it
Christmas Eve. Tokyo’s famed
Ginza area is crowded with celebrant, and loud speakers blare
out Christi/1AS carols.
Not missing a trick. Japan’s department stores take advantage ’
the l’hit,tmas season to prom...
sales Mee Santa Clauses apnea,
in the stores or sales girls Spal
Santa Claus uniforms.
chtisimas F:ve in Japan is the
thlight. There were s;
many list year that an otgaili7.4-!
non ..1 housewives sent out pa- ,
ir
temove drunken men froml
the slIVPIS FO they wouldn’t be
:Oa id Police also send out spacial drunk patrols that night.
I
Under the martial law go..
mem of Pakistan President.. ’,.,
Khan. Dec. 25 was declared a
tiotril holiday, the birthday
founder Mohammad Ali Jinn:
Bee. :15 has become a day.
Ravels and visiting of mow,.
throtighout Paki;tan. On Dec. 2;
all shops are ablaze with color.!!!
lights. Government buildings ai.
lighted throughout the night ant!
movie houses. shops and night
clubs do a brisk business.
Althotieh less than 3 per rent
of E. tinasa’s population is II
I
as Clitistiiin,
many Chinese ohsem, the yuletide with exchange
and gay dancing parties
Eve.
a !irking and merry-making
! the spirit of America’s
Year’s Eve rather than the
’Ian holiday.
chines
reserve as their
itilay the lunar new year
%i!nich falls several weeks after
Jan I
Ilia Chinese, long in contact
with the western world. exchallf.e
Clektmas cards illustrated with
Santa Claus or the Babe in the
manger in a spirit of friendship
rather than religious observance.
Semi -tropical Formosa blooms
in Decernher with wild -growing
poinsettia. a flower symbolic of
the christmas spirit in the U.S.
Singapore Christians celebrate
Christmas in much the same manner ati in western nations. But it
eomes during the rainy season
When the temperature usually is
15 the mid -80’s.
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Decorations, Contests, Parties
Occupy Fraternities Yule Time
%I 1’11 S

been highlighting the Sigma Phi’
itrist- Epsilon’s week. Last night the
mas party decorating party was AOPis and the Sig Eps presented
held with the Alpha Phis re- a Christmas party at the AOPi
house.
cently.
Sunday the brothers joined the
A Christmas dance was held at
a the Lyndon hotel in Los Gatos
in sponsoring
Chi Omegas
Christmas party for underprivi- Friday night. Tomorrow night the
leged children.
brothers will have a caroling exShadowbrook lodge was the set- change with the Kappa Kappa
ting for the annual Christmas din- Gammas.
- ner-dance attended by the brothTHETA CHI
ers and their dates.
Dream Girl semi-finalists were
Al Vernon’s house will be the
scene of the ATO New Year’s eve announced recently at the annual
.
party. The brothers will journey Theta Chi winter dance which was
held at Denton’s Mountain Inn
to Pasadena for the event.
, in Santa Cruz.
DELTA SIGXIA PHI
Semi-finalists are Barbara LindRedwood Chateau near Holy I ner and Jan Constantino. Gamma
city was the setting of the Deital Phi Beta: Ann Merril. Delta GamSigma Phi Christmas dance Satur- ma: Lynn McCall, Kappa Kappa
day night; Carnation queen con - Gamma; Joyce Anthony and Lynn
testants were guests of holior.
Delta Sigs and Delta Gammas
Sunday presented a Christmas
party for blind children. The event
was held in the Delta Gamma
house.
Carnation ball is scheduled for
Jan. 7 at the Mark Hop k i ns
hotel in San Francisco. The Carnation queen will be announced
at that time.
Winner of the Delta Sig sponsored Christmas door decoration
contest will be. revealed tomorrow.
DELTA

UPSILON

Upsilon brothers joined
lkIta
the Kappa for an exchange recently: John Severson’s surfing!
movies were featured.
The annual Wcsetern Stomp
dance was held this month at the
Red Barn,
A Christmas dance was sponsored Friday night at Brookdale
Lodge.
Bud Hill. DU national representative. visited the chapter last
week.
I. Mitt) 5 t Ill %Li’’,
mas tarmal was heal itiiro.aiu
Lodge in the Santa Cruz me.,
lairs Saturday. The brothers
1.0.-.1iiree
their dates heid

!

SitiMA ALPHA Litsitt.tiN
The SAE’s Daughters of Minerva, were honored by the brothers Saturday night at the Riverside country club.
The brothers joined the Kappa
Mpha Thetas for their annual
Christmas party Sunday.
Other Christmas activities will
include a caroling iaunt through
San Jose and a New Year’s
party tit Lake
s14,31.5 PIII EPslims.
Yule inspired detivii ------ -

Delta Phi Upsilon
Slates Installation
Delta Phi Upsilon. women’s I.
tional honorary childhood ed,
lion organization. will hold an
stallation tomorrow 7 p.m. at
home of Margaret Main. 1,
Endenby way.
Coeds who qualified for rr,
bership, having at lereo
grade point its ("rage. are Kale!,
Ross, J u sly
Patsy
Tokiwaga,
and
Shirley Zaplishny
Moon,.
Mary Ellen Dirks.
Probationary mem ber5
Mat sha Grant and Nancy Turn,
Newly r lecti.d eftieers shii u iii
ccnduet the t eremonie,: will I,,’ Pat Willinms. president. Anneke
ice president: and Sondra
Koch.
Gloves. recrding secretary.
Othi.r officers include Janet
Braker. trea.ait.ir and Linda Ya-

SQUAW VALLEY STATE PARK’S
NEW LOW-COST RESORT HOTEL
in
Join the fun at Olympic
the scenie winter wonderland ni
Squaw Valley, site of the 1%0 Wm
tor Olympic Games. Olympic rim..
vast slopes for novices, indoor and
oritdoor skatingall within walk
only distance Music nightly. Banc
mg Realotiful cafeteria A3I privisl
finkthie. EIO riple.
EMI WEEK SPECIAL: Sun. thrmign
This, F3 nights for the unroof 4
MUSS NVATIONIIII Otsmpic
Squaw Valley State Park, Tahoe
City, Calif , or call local Glen W
Freueett offine. Of OPP travel agent
Special San Jose Representath
Doug Fox, 22X t’arlton Axe,
Los Gatos; Phone 6-7 p.m.
EL 6-4921

Credits, Travel Available to Students
Who Join Howard Summer Study. Tours

rr,,111,si
to Hawaii and the Orient are
available to students who join
the 1961 Howard summer study
tours, according to Mrs. Robert
Construction plans are being McCroskey, Delta Gamma housemade hy Theta Chi brothers for mother.
the erection of their new (raterCoeds may earn up to six units
nity house,
of college credit, on the 13th an THETA Xi
nual Hawaiian tour, by attending
Carol LaBoube, Kappa Kappa classes in the morning and ’Nu-Gamma. was named Cinderella big afternoons and evenings free
girl of 1960 at the Cinderella ball for sightseeing, beach activities,
in San Francisco.
parties and special dinners.
Her attendents were Maurine!
FOI.R GROI PS
Devlin. Alpha Phi and Kit Fox,
The Hawaiian tour is divided
Alpha Chi Omega.
into four main groups:
1
col Jack Wise received the scholarlege campus group, for college
ship trophy in recognition of h i s
women who wish to live on camgrade point average for last sepus 121 college beach group, for
’nester. Bob Brooks received a
college women who wish to live
trophy for "lowering his grade
in apartment hotels (31 graduate
point average more than any of
group, for women and married
the other brothers.’’
couples between 21 and 20 years
of age 141 senior vacation group.
for adults and married couples
over 40 years of age.

1 tl

Walker, Kappa Alpha Theta: Pat
Aminla, Judy 1Varanke and Nancy Miller, independents; and Nancy- Hoe], Royce Hall.

Pinned Just in Time
FSJS Greeks
or Festive Christmas Season

Sigma
Kappa
Gibson.
Judy
sophomore elementary education
major. from Pasadena, to Roger
Alpha
Tau
Omega
Cumming,
sophomore business major fmm
mmio county.
Alpha Phi Merle Osborn, occupational therapy major, from
Healdsburg. to Alpha Tau Omega
Bruce Donald, College of Physiclans and Surgeons student, from
Santa Cruz.
Terry Grebe, Chi Omega sophomore English major to Lorne!
Brown, Delta Sigma Phi senior
social science major.
Barbara Dickman. Gamma Phi
Beta senior speech correction ma.
Or from Atherton. to Breit Ferguson. Sigma Alpha Epsilon senior education-phychology major.
friim Los Angeles.

Members of Home Ec Honorary
Donate Yule Gifts to Hospital Tots

To Pacific

Joan Bagley, Alpha Phi junior
general elementary’ education mapor. from Fremont, to Gary Levi,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon senior business major from Bakersfield.
Patti Cabin, Alpha Phi junior
general elementary education mapor. from San Anselmo. to David
Williams, Sigma Alpha Epsilon
junior history major at Cal. Williams is from Orinda.

were

Children in the San Jose hospital this week will receive Christmas gifts from members of Phi
Upsilon Omicron, honorary home
economics club, said Charlene Li-

til

such as Pearl Harbor cruise, catasenby. president.
maran cruise, and glass bottom
Scrapbooks and stuffed
boat excursions, also are available.

made by each ot
the
members.
San Jose State houses
the (1411
California chapter of the
hub,
club. Forty-five other sections ari
distributed throughout the
toys States.

There is a Career for YOU
in Hairstyling and Cosmetology

The new 66-day Orient study
tour, open to graduate and undergraduate men and women, consists of travel to Hawaii. Japan.
Formosa. Philippines and Hong
Kong.

Beauty Culture training at our School offers you a
lifetime
career filled with activity, excitement and
of financial security. Our Cormo & Dew Method of
by
skilled
Intaught
as
heir styling and Cosmetology
structors at our school Is recognized as the nation’s
tete,.010.
for
leading system. Visit. phone or write
Remember, the busy school gives the best training.

classes are held aboard ship
and ashere in all countries visited.’
Two university instructors oriel ,
courses in humanities, social sciences and Oriental art appreciation

San Jose Beauty College
37

W.

CY

SAN CARLOS

Travel arrangements by St. Claire Travel Service
Conducted by Dr. Wesley Goddard and Dr. David E. Edgell of the Humanities Program,
. San Francisco to San Francisco with 44 days in Europe
Cost$1,350 .
Depart from San Francisco June 22, return San Francisco August 7.
To and from Europe by prop-jet BritanniasCanadian Pacific Airlinesa scheduled
IATA carrierPrivate motor coach in Europe
Extended stays in London, Vienna, Rome. Paris, and
Shorter stays in Heidelberg, Venice, Florence and Chateau Country

Mrs. McCoskey is escorting a
group of college girls from here
to the University of Hawaii summer session on a program made
up of
similar
groups
from
throughout the United States and
headed by approximtelY 20 mainland housemothers. San Jose State
affiliates have been connected
with these tours for the past nine
years., Mrs.
Helen
LaFollette.
Kappa Alpha Theta housemother
was SJS escort summer 1960.

Contact Tour Leaders for Information and Detailed Itineraries

CY 2

ME
PAI
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GIFTS

T1w n,
try a
Mels ,
Janos
the ri
welc

that are

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

sure to

1523 \

please . .
__lite cued

C.-age

RECORDS
RADIOS
PHONOGRAPHS

For the ihdiduys:
Sportsucar
capris

SECRETARIAL
COLLEGE

ALL RECORDS AT BIG DISCOUNTS
Casual Dresses

San Francisco by
the Golden Gate

L.P. Albums

Monaural Stereo

$ Ba
Ba
Be
B
Souu:

Singles Classical Popular

111-1.,sv Dresses

Executive Secretarial Course
’or College and University WOMP,

All

Jev,,c11.

NEXT ENROLLMENT DATE
FEBRUARY 6, 1961
Sere for College Catalog
525 Sutter St corner Powell
San Francisco 2
EX 2-5232

IT)5 E. William
11,1%1411
lOill

S,

(.1

VALLEY FAIN
AT
C- PARKING LOT

266 SOUTH FIRST
OPPOSITE
U.A. THEATRE

1-7269

Lan

III

As

FEET FOR A QUEEN!!

Arabian Night while s lk
Springalator piped in gold 18.95
bag

13.95

Snow White satin opera pump
tinted to match your kolidoy
gown and individually styled
for your height
I 3.95
Satin clutch bag

1.1 fo

Use your convenient

5-7604

ALL EXPENSE EUROPEAN TOUR

Introduction parties, hotel fashNearly a score of towns and
communities
in
Arkansas
are ion shows, dances and special dinners are inducted in the tour
named for springs.

GRACE BALL

"Poof

Ti

11.95

428
tow.

rmirierolirt never bad it so good,
clear vinyl Springolotor pumps

with jeweled heel and ornament
14.95
Matching jeweled bag
16.95

Midas genet sly touched this
gold halfcr pump with shirrnel
instep
11.7’)
OW

charge account.

M9
126

SOUTH

FIRST r QQWATOWN

I

)(AL LAY FA %

La ajdOVIDL

v

ycz Ifr.fr.9W

a

SIN

More Spartans Get Engaged
Beekman. Alpha l’Io
Judy eicri*tinca, senior pietist
cophomore sociology. major, from
to Art Johnson, tary education major, from S a it,
San FrancLsco,
senior busine ss Jose, to James I). Mitchell, from
hi Signla Kappa
,Itnittistration major, from S an Campbell, now in the U.S Na..)
The wedili
.
’
Susan Jones, Pi Delta OniezT
DRIVE-IN
RANCHO
EL
police sorority’ science major,
Alma & Alrnadn
from Downey. to James J. Coen,
WALT DISNEY’S
’ police science major. front AnaALSOJouriey to the Lost City
, helm.
JUNGLE CAT
The Hound That Thought
Dottie Hannbieh, Phi Mu sophiw
Raccoon
a
Was
He
,,,re music major, from Concord.
!.. Earl Bobecomm, student at the
C,eiservatory of Music in S au
Francisco.
Kay Peffley, Chi Omega sophomore education major, from Los
Gatos, to Stan Petrieh, San Jose
city college student from Los GatSays:
os.
Kappa Phi Iiiithellen Thu11111111,
GIVE
FLOWERS sophomore nut -sing maim’ Em’. mu
North Hollywood to Charles A.
for XMAS
Overland, senior chemistry major
,11 Corsages
from Hayward.
rit)r
Bouquets

oeds Start Holiday Event
I

ItNILIA
haye begun
then* L
with a
party for underprivileged children.
the party WitS held Thursday
tight with the brothers of Sigma
Nu.
Trader Lou’s was the scene of
the Alpha Chi Toga party with
,..

I

gaktnitti
9loteeP Shep

14

CY 2-0462 10th &

OS

Break

go out lor coffee,
try a telexing bowling break. too.
info bowling. 40
fun
the
puts
Mels
lanes restaurant and lounge. Mels is
bowling
def.. Melt
the place for
welcomes Ceirera nci Intramural
groups.

1523 W. San Carlos St.

_SIM/Zen/
/

$

/

j-\11.bet

Ile
Cs

; Bar -B-9

Chicken

.’’’
.. Bar -B -Q

Spare

Ribs

:
,,,
*4
Fried Chickervo
st
;,,,’
Home -Made Pies

Bar -B -Q

Beef

Southern

O All Dinners
O
c

‘’
Cs

.

Burgers with Fries
Lunch

S1.36 Z.4
S .32 Z
.
0.
$1.00 Z
k
:4
Z,...
Z’

ORDERS TO
TAKE OUT

sc

Ask for FREE Theatre

,fc:
;

Ticket
:428 E. Santa Clara at 10th

CY

7-9698

’

s

(Montgomery
Hotel Bldg.)
Antonio St
Sari Jose
Thurs. ’Til 9:00 P.M.

HAWAIIAN SHOP

CY 5-7066 26 W
Open 10:00 - 5:30 Daily

San

4995!
Among the lowest void brand
name portables. Has all ef the
essential features,
Pull

deed

kicybeeted

Paper support
Sall Sawing gorrlage
Lah and Right Maywn let

ROYALITC

Delightful

S. 511e ()1,1 z

o
c;

THE

- A ROYAL PORTABLE

Dresses

CV 4.2810

Ells^ Sitvl Soviet) Editor

For distinctive gifts and apparel from the Aloha Stott
VOW

Christmas

MELS PALM
BOWL

is

’’’’’’""".".’"""’".."""

occely

DELTA ZETA
leged children. Gifts and enterthe LIZ pledge class are
tainment were provided for the
I its
of Ii cers
youngsters.
Chris
White’
recently head. president; Judy Maestte.
alums
Omega
Chi
president
joined Mother’s club members for
Carol Wessling,
1,.
(Conthmed
p?

GLOWING SCARLET CHIFFON evening dress is modled
by Barbara Day, sophomore
from Mt. Shasta.

nral time you

SPARTAN DAILY-11

.1=1.41M..1.01/MMON

pa plan

AS LOW AS,

a Bowling

Take

Dinners last week included an
exchange with the Kappa Alpha ,
Thetas.
Alpha Phis joined Alpha Tau
Omegas in a Christmas tree unto’
rating party which follocted an
exchange dinner.
This afterntxm 15 children will
attend an Alpha Phi Christmas
PI
OMICRON
ALPHA
party.
The Alpha Omicron Pi Chi eo1 Christmas caroling parts
mas party for the coeds and I at i
.et,Im tomorrow night uk
la
dates was held Saturday night :it the Sigma Chis.
the sorority house. Highlighting
CHI OMEGA
the evening were decorating of
Coed s of Chi Omega and broil
the Christmas tree and dancing,
era of Alpha Tau Omega held ,
to music by the Hinters.
t
nu
1 dfor
Last night Alpha Omicron Pi Cbrk’n’a ’,rre
.
coeds joined the Sigma Phi Epsi
Ion brot hem in sponsoring a OP5iVe
Christmas party for approximatefir,1
ly 30 underprivileged children. A
isit front Santa and distribution
of gifts climaxed an evening ot
games and refreshments.
ALPHA PHI
The Alpha Phi pledge dance con,
held Friday night in honor of the
311 full semester pledges. A dintwr at the serority house preeeded the dance, which was hel,r
at the Crystal Springs con,
club in Burlin:,:ene

GlitriMa Phi lietas Saturday night
Festivities this week included
a Christmas caroling exchange
with Alpha Tau Omega and a
Christmas party presented by the,
Mother’s club,
Kit Fox was named Theta Xi
Cinderella Girl attendant.

41M, ...I. ..... .. MO.

VOINISIrDsviiietalloirgifttelftNnIftrio141013

Santa Clara

MELS
PALM
BOWL

.

Wednesday. December 14. 1960
S

The Mull
holiday parties Will
rilly? on a special glow ilS coeds
BROOKE SHEBLEY displays Ion new evening dresses in shimague, pure silk organza gown mering jewel tones of sapphires,
she modeled in the October emeralds and ruby reds.
Homecoming Queen fashion
"Check new short evening
show.
dresses" is a wise idea before
, doing any Christmas shopping. It’s
a delightful "must" for the holiday
festivities.
Satin glowing with a jewel:enthroidered motif reigns tops in popolarity. Gala dance dresses with
:tand-alone cloche -shaped skirt,
decollete bodices finished With
. thread thin shoulder straps,
Hoover Hall residents ,,,
.th- .
rhinestones
The
sparkle
of
ering baskets of food to ml 11,01’ to
, points out a smocked effect tot
...
underpricaleged families, according ,
skirts of many satin princess party
ft; Donna Merlotti. program chairdress that’s lopped with the glitter
man.
of crystal bugle beads outlining
Four baskets id fowl will IN. de- ’
bows and rhinestone-centered
Iseined to the Salvaliun Army by circles
the coeds.
Slender styles in flat crepe its.
’rhe dormitory residents recently
tore deep crystal -bead fringe rem entertained children of the Holy
iniscent of the dazzling ’20s.
Spirit Center in San Jose with
parties
bolero
cocktail
For
singing and refreshments, cli- dresses serve double functions. The
maxed by a visit from Santa and .
jacket can be worn for a nuire
list ribution of gifts.
tailored appearance or removed fin
-These are the Hall’s first rumth
ir Ire sv t le
Mk,
:nullity service projects."
The frilly nets of previoos years
Merlotti said.
"We floPe to Par ...almost has canished.
ricipate in the activities each

’Dorm people’ Set
For Food Donation
To Underprivileged :Ind

Full shed speed

spec40

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 East San Fernando
Next to California Book Store

Clfpress 3-5283
NANCY REESINK shows emerald green embossed evening

gown with bell -shaped skirt.
Dyed -to match satin shoes also
are featured,

FREE DELIVERY

FREE PARKING

varzya*-zooi arit,,v1wit.ivitarboviiitivirDyratets,,,t

L

AT

PROPORTIONED
FOR TALLER GIRLS
TIcnI lnctiqUe
innired
by tel Elf1k, swig
1,-r look
of Ltri Lki pante:

Come to Proctor’s
for best selection
and value!

Strppr, unir thq
imitep k,_p thens
dawn so ,Ien yott
bend, thy. bend.

An emerald-cut diamond
with five baguettes in
a matching pair

C17f111, one

a t ate.,
o,otton.
...Ind wa6ilab1o.
’-r1

roy0., plum,

)!1 oz, Lvomt

VERY SPECIAL!

13

10.93

Both rings for

$3 9 5 ’rnommof
Nel 5111515

11115,

TERMS TO SI IT VII

clloOSE

THE FINEST!

When it comes to

DIAMONDS
you’ll

do bast at

196wctell
FIRST

91 S().
0011 111.mbic and I Imrfial
e

,.

307

li,i,

ST., San Jose
,)

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
la

Tall Shops
fl

Jose

LAg 116-E

Earkab ab Lant"

’1.:1.affe
t.1

1’1- CP UtT

Wednesday Treeernher 14 19f10
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SFS Starts Parking Garage; SJS Next
Christmas
Spirit Fades
In Russia

Merry Christmas

Teen-age Prinking Probe

.

scs

Due for Two Ski Resorts

By ALINE MOSIIV
Culled Price. International

the license hearing, which is th.:
yet scheduled. Harris said that a
the charges were proved, the licenses could be suspended temporarily or put on probation.
Two of the minors were cited
for illegal consumption at the Athlete Center, which is operated on
a concession from the state to a
corporation headed by William A.
Newsom, Ronald Pelosi and Albert
Leonardini. all of San Francisco.
Another minor was cited on the
same charge at the Bear Pen Pitza Parlor, which is owned by otir
of the valley’s biggest property
holders. Wayne Paulsen.

SACRAMENTO UP11 --A week
end ins est lea lint ot leen-aged
drinking at Squaw Valley Will result in a state hearing into the
license qualifications of two bars
at the winter resort.
Director Malcolm Harris of the
Department of Alcoholic Beverage
Control said Monday that License
holders for the Athlete Center in
Squaw Valley State Park and for
the Bear Pen Pizza Parlor will be
asked to answer charges brought
by ABC investigators Saturday
and Sunday.
The investigators, under District
Supervisor Norman A. Strickland,
cited five minors, a cocktail waitress at the center and an employee
of the pizza parlor for illegal sales
or consumption. All seven were
ordered to appear in Tahoe Justice
Court Friday on misdemeanor
charges.
Strickland said that he would
’,11,:oinlinary action- it

Tape Takeoff
New York (UPI’ --Lighter flail
is an efficient adhesive tape remover. Dry-cleaning fluids and
gasoline are not recommended healts.troti.in
r:etc(’ of no’ssittle

-cc"-

3-SPEED BIKE
ON, 44.95

s%1

,S0

O
O
I

,

SONG OF THE SEASON - Our young caroler is a symbol of
man’s desire to be older, wiser, and more pure than he has been
in days past. Summer mistakes are forgotten in the spirit that
makes us all brothers.
Merry Christmas from the Spartan Daily

Trade in your old bike (and worries) on an imported
three -speeder with in THREE-MONTH GUARANTEE.

1

Ski Beginner Recalls
Impressions at Squaw

Complete line of
PARTS AND SERVICE

pau/4 C7cle4

CY 3 9766

435 THE ALAMEDA

.(1

Laudamus..Contactus..Lensus!
Rejoice! Today in choir lofts the
world over, golden -throated choirs
will sing the annual choral to wonderful CONTACT LENSES. It is also
interesting to note that the choral
’’We praise the Contact Lenses’ was
written by a 14th Century glass grinder, Allen Jackson of Rhode Island.

CONTACT LENS CENTER
JOE ALLEN - FRANK JACKSON - Tt ohnicions
CY 7-5174
213 S. FIRST

CLASSIFIEDS
2 -so-,

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

male to ,are luxury 2 bedroom apt.
tc.1 ore nit from campus. CY 5-7180.
Srudie or 2 bedroom apts - Modern,
se to campus. All have wall to wall
irpet. electric kitchens & drapes. Mary
:ations-See its at Spartan Rente’ Serv.
e 485 S. 9th or call CY 7.8877 or
.tes. CY 7-8713

To Place an Ad:
Cell at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

_1

Help Wanted
For Sale
Motor route man wa,,1
lifts at Heavenly V e,
all
Season
pass
Campbell area. Must be married -have
9-481C,
phone. :mat "or desirable. Write bot 175 Vete $160 sell for less. AN
PO .n Campbell, c/o Chronicle dealer.
Skis-Kastle Co,bi 6’8 Manlier b’ca -as
Phone Jerry Crenshaw CY
Igniters wanted badly, apply 194 S. Ilth never used.
5.9601 after 7 p.m.
Ben’ food in town.
Women - Wendy Glen #1 2 spaces
Treesperteflee
aenell Reed CY 3-9753.
Riders wanted to LA Balboa Beach. and
Gun
Sts,. .11. Leave Monday 12/26. call Stan , AN collector wil b.iy Tins, swords, etc
9-2144.
AL 2,6449.
Holiday travel -Seats still available ; . Kewanee Suprnergsion type d shwashe
ie t call CY 2-4356.
1
Flitints to Los Angeles, San Diezo. c.;
DeAhra Travel. CY 4.8100.
6wao
56 Pont. -ardtop 38.000
loaded with extras. CY 3-303
,
Will shre esp, for ride to Santa
area. Cannot leave until afternoon i. Henke treedfit, ski boots size 9
246. Dave Price, CY 5.5053.
r..
offer CY 3.5269
.59
Going to Wyoming to. Christmas vaca-lmuo
Need r.de, Call CY 2-3933.
s $995. DA 1-0666.
R F4
Wanted cer:on to drive my car to Ed. ’52 Marc ’co shape. Call CY 3-9465
ward, AFB or vicinity Saturday Of first
b.e.r.te SIC Call AX 6,3148
-.4 week ret..rning New Years. CY 4.0118. gays. e,n
r

"in.

Wanted ride to Wash. or B.C. Leave
16th Sheila CH 3.7827.
Rides f.r 2 to L.A. trio., I,. 22 23 or
24I CY 2.2147 ai 5.
Riders

leave SPM

wanted:
4

Wanted
R’.y at
_

Riders ...anted
Call Don PR 9

:4

- ge’s to LA. Jam et
;enter or 475 5.4 +b.
Ore. Dec. 16,
.
on

A
-r

Salt Lake City for
Ride wanted for 2
Xmas break. Call Key CH 8-2197.
,r

r

e

de 1V4,1,

-

las. Teti’s, anytime
CY 2.1374.

Rentals

1

By JIM BROCK
Photo Editor
above the valThere I Wits
y floor -- and I had been on
.is twice before in my life.
sunday I went up to Squaw
. dley with the San Jose State
team to take ski pictures for
special edition and I found
self more than 750 feet up the
iass’ peak ravine.
l’he still had just set behind
; zaw peak and the ravine had
ned frtim brilliant white to
.ddy grey. The wind suddenly ,
,ame much colder while I strxxl
not very sure of myself-trying
iemember the two lessons that
had taken almost exactly one
,r before at Heavenly Valley
,r Stateline
UP THE SKI LIFT
The trip up the mountain on
:le ski lift seemed to give me,
first, a sense of security-conience in a small way.
’rive four members of the ski
on continued to the peak’s crest
hale I pushed myself off the
,,hair at the three-quarter station. I was to wait for the learn
to come down the hill and shoo:
them as they sped by.
The lessons taken previously
were very helpful and I had
chance to put them to use many
times as I slowly made my way
down the slope. The first lesson
seas learning how to fall down
the second. learning how to vet
up.
Tilt

’

II \IP]

me some confidence. I stayed on
my feet for more than 75 feet
leaning forward using my pole
to balance myself. The first slop,
was not very steep. I stopped and
the ski team caught up with me
We shot some pictures. Then v.,
continued down to the valley float
Here was the moment of truth
I thought to myself "I should tak,
::ing a mail
I wd
more lesson

Greeks Active

train i’,0 11)
secretaf.., and Lu,,,,.. Soske, social chairman.
DZs recently held an exchange
with Stern Hall students at Stan’53 Chevy 2 dr. sedan. R & H must
ford University.
5150 or offer. CY 5-6360.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Contract 5n I space at Gar’ond H
Gamma Phis held their annual
Parri-..el Brown. CY 3-9397.
Mother-Daughter Christmas party
Electric typewriter with sard. IBM. gc,d
conclit.sn $50. See Ste,: 198 S. 10 th Sunday. The mothers were invited to the house for dinnr.r
af3’ #3liii ES
KAPPA A1.1’11
-a
1967 Triumph TP3 :hero P
Highlighting
$1400. CL 8-3337
activities were the annual alumni
Encs, speed.a Br Hanta 125 vt "I en
party and a party with the SAE’s
,.
e4 r
lir61 4.nr 5650 wii:
for children from a local day
’4 4 60. 2361.
i
57
Hair Dryer.

A

’

-

San Francisco State college sass
its development Program move
one step closer to reality last week
with the beginning of construction
of a three-story. 1500-space parking garage. It is expected to be
completed by 1962.
The state of California also is
planning a similar multi -story
hat is
parking garage for SJS

.

about every 10 feet. The snow
was beginning to melt into everything I wore. I was getting cold.
And the hill was looking steeper
and longer with every fall.
This was beginning to look like
pure unadulterated fright. One of
the members 01 the ski team took
my catnera on down to the lodge.
Ile said, "if you take your skis
oil and walk down to the halfivay station they will give you a
rale back. And stick to the packed
flails."
THE FINAL TRIUMPH
The team continued down the
hill and 1 limped down the ravine
to the station and hitched a ride.
This is not the last time I’ll go
skiing. The feeling of speeding
over snow and the awareness of
a new and different challenge remains with me,
wonder when: I’ll b, able to
go skiing again,

Christmas
MOSCOW t UPI,
in the Soviet Union is becoming
more and more a faint echo of
the past, but it still is privately
celebrated by many Russians.
The Soviet government do!,
not recognize the holiday and
a society where the state t,,;
everything from ice cream star
to toy factories. Christmas 1,
tivities pass almost unnoticed
Soviet citizens still cling to I’
custom of exchanging gifts,
ing festive dinners and atter,
ing special church services.
those who do are becoming less- .
er. Many a non-believer who joins
in the festivities does it only ),
cause as one put it -"It’s a
excuse for another parts."
The church is the main i,,,,
side center of the Christmas I.
tivities. And &Met leaders h;;",
discovered it is difTicult to to
the people loose from tradition,.
particularly in small towns and
the rural areas.
You won’t find any public es idence of Christmas in the Soviet
*
Union. The decorations put up *
are all labeled for the New Year’s
celebration which is the big off
Malty approved holiday in the nation,
IC
Another startling difference between Christmas in the West and
the Soviet Union exists partly
because the Russian Orthodox
Church follows the Byzantine pattern and Christmas Day falls on
Jan. 8.
The only sign of Christmas
Dec. 25 In Moscow is the sets 1,-,
at the Roman Catholic Church .1
St. Louis attended by foreigners.
Russians exchange cards, hut
they are for the New Year.
You won’t find one word about
Christmas Day in the newspapers.
see anything about it on television or hear of it on the radii).1
And everybody .works on Christ -1
mas because it passes unrocog-1
nized by the state.
The Russian church claims 50
million believers. These are mainly elderly persons, most of whom
press into crowded churches for
the colorful midnight Mass
Christmas Eve.
The Russian Orthodox Churches
present a colorful sight durit,
the I ’1:1-L, tmas celebrations.

Services

Stores and Offices across from dorms on Girl to assist
for 2
/1.1 1.4.
S. 10th. 200.2000 sq. ft. available, air adults 1..e in, CL 8 ILC,
con d. T. L. Mitchell & Co., CY 3-3773.
Professional Secretarial Service: Manu3 Male students to share 2 bedroom apt scripts. term papers, theses. Phone FR
w.th same-CY 34955, 350 S. 10th, apt, 1141300 after 6 p.m.
x4 CY 7.1948.
MIseollentieus
Women’s new approved turn apt: for
elec kitchens. Thesis, term papers typed Andrew 4Spring semester lee,
0255.
many ezfre feateces. ESsek 7-7810.
Men’s rms. Oh blk frrn SJS ramp, 3 100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50,
fnv. $25 to $30 ea. 4;01, priv. & TV plus 1 in gold free. A real offer. AL 29191.
525 5. 6th, AX 6.9658.

Happy Holiday Greetings
from

HAVENLY FOODS

VOL 48

and

for X-mas
Sam Arena
is giving
YOU a fret
test ride on
the Topper
Scooter So hurry in
Today!

HAPPY
NEW YEAR
from

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E. Santa Clara
CYpress 2-7726

SAM ARENA’S

Serving San Jose State
for 25 years

580 S. let

CY 5-1960

* e*

(1,’ii/mai
from

The restaurant for fine holiday meals.
Come in, won’t you, and enjoy our fine
foods and good atmosphere.
YOU WILL BE GLAD THAT YOU DID.
*

LOOK
what’s happening to

The Student Florist Since 1885

A GIFT IN ITSELF ... enhances your porfroit
BIGGER - BETTER

METAL

MORE BEAUTIFUL

PICTURE
FRAMES
1/2 Price

HUNDREDS OF NEW GIFTS
AND ARTWARE ITEMS
and

The HOLIDAY DECORATIONS
are BREATHTAKING!
STOP IN TODAY’

at WEBBS

Famous For Fine Flowers

PHOTO SUPPLY STORE
66 S.

First St.

56 Valley Fair

1084 Lincoln Ave

APPROVED APARTMENTS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Sign up for next semester NOW!
All apartments completely modern furnishings . . . all electric
kitchens . . . wall to wall carpeting . . . drapes throughout .
and many, many more conveniences.
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Relaxation
SEE US AT

STEAK DINNER
for $1.80

OR CALL

Spaciousness

Convenience

485 SOUTH NINTH

7-8877
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Banquets -Parties--Catering
Bayshore at Julian St.
Phone CY 3-1682
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